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Records
Found in
College Vault

Students Assaulted in
Summit Street Crimes
by Megan White
In the past two weeks the Trinity
community has been hit by a series
of crimes in the Summit Street
area. Since similar descriptions of
the assailants were given in all
cases, Trinity security and the
Hartford police believe that the
same group of criminals may be
responsible for all three incidents
of assault and robbery committed
on Trinity students.

by Joseph McAleer

This summer, a great number of
historical artifacts dating from the
nineteenth
century
were
discovered during the cleaning of
the College Vault. According, to
Peter J. Knapp, college archivist
and director of this project, the
articles found consist primarily of
trustee, faculty and treasury
records of the. period. However,
Knapp noted, the cleanup also
unearthed a major discovery
pertaining to the renowned English
architect William Burges, who
designed the original plans for the
present college' campus during the
1870's.
The College Vault, dating from
1914, is located on the ground floor
of Williams Memorial. Over the
years, Knapp explained, the vault
"had become a depository for
many of the historical records of
the college." As a result, the walkin safe, roughly twelve feet long by
eight feet wide by fifteen feet high,
had become quite cluttered. With
the administration running out of
¥jpfet' t o ' store their modem
records, President Lockwood
contacted Knapp last July "to
finally get the vault cleaned out,"
and to transfer any artifacts to the
safety of the college archives.
"I had no previous expectations
as to what I would find," Knapp
admitted. He noted that a lot of the
records discovered had not been
touched for over fifty years.
"Fortunately, he said, "they.had
been saved."
The bulk of the materials uncovered consists of over 200 individual account books. • These
enormous, elaborately-bound
ledgers will enable the historian "to
pinpoint the financial picture of (he
college" at any time during the
nineteenth century, Knapp stated.
He ajso noted "the sheer quantity"
of treasurer's records were
discovered in the form of "day
books", as they were called. These
books contain a daily record of all
transactions, tuition receipts, gifts,
and the like from 1860 to the turn
of the centjiry. Faculty and student
Records," including complete
• • • I student lists, were also revealed
during the cleanup,-as well as the
trustee records of Trinity College
during the nineteenth century.
Knapp further noted the
presence .of a large number of
oblong, cloth-cover.ed manuscript
boxes, stacked one, on' top of each
other and covered with "layers of
dust." These boxes proved to be
"the equivalent of our modern
filing cabinet," Knapp explained.
Two of these boxes, however, were
"jammed-full" of papers without •
any organization, he stated. Among
the materials found within these
containers were maintenance bills,
insurance, papers, and receipts
from members of the faculty
acknowledging their wages. In
addition, a yellow envelope.
cont. on p. 5
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possibly a hatchet, severly beat the
students and stole a wallet from
one. The victims managed to get to
the infirmary and were taken to
Hartford Hospital. One has since
been released and the other is
listed in fair condition.
Director of Security Michael
Schweighoffer stated that the Hartford police have been contacted
and are investigating all three
incidents. Schweighoffer notes that
he has been assured by the police
that patrols will be provided for the
Summit Street area. In addition,
the security director stated that he
has augmented the 5 p.m. to 12
a.m. shift' and has met with three
divisional commanders of the
police force to discuss the current
upsurge of crime.

The first robbery occured on
September 21 at 11 p.m. when two
Trinity males, walking north on
Summit'Street between CPTV and
New South Campus, were approached by a group of masked
individuals bearing knives and
bats. Twenty-three dollars were
stolen from the students and one
was hit on the leg. However, "he did
not require treatment. The thieves
Concerned about "rumors of a
fled toward Zion Street and one student vigilante -committee"
member of the party, a male aged Schweighoffer advises students to
fifteen, was apprehended by the "give the system a chance to
police and charged with robbery on work!" He stated, "We are worktwo counts. The juvenile has since ing on upgrading security and the
escaped fromt He detention center police are working on apprehension
/r
at which he was being held.
on sight or through investigation. If
photo by John Lester
students form packs bent on conAra Lynn Meyer, an IDP student gave her white doves to Trinity for
the enjoyment of students, faculty, and administration.' A similar incident occurred on frontation, the violence could deSeptember 30 at 8:45 p.m. when gernerate further. It's the individtwo Trinity students, traveling ual unaware of such groups and
south on Summit Street toward walking alone outside the fence on
ABC Pizza were approached by Broad Street who gets hurt."
by Sharon Ann Simon!
thought the letter should relay to three masked Hipanic teenagers.
The contents of a document the students all of the attributes of The criminals were armed with a
Schweighoffer would like to prodealing with the relationship of the the current IFC and possibly large pipe and a knife and forced vide students with the assurance
college to the fraternities domi- mention their concern ' over ' the the students to give up twenty-four that "everything possible is being
nated discussion at" an InterFraf- document. Smith also thought that dollars and three concert' tickets. done," however he does not intend
ernity Council (IFC) meeting. Also the consideration of "alumni re- One of the students was struck on to lessen the seriousness of the
discussed were their budget and action" to this document may the hand with a blunt instrument.. situation: "These guys are danways the IFC could show the prevent it from being too severe.
gerous, well-prepared, and they
college community that the IFC is a
Tom Chase brought up the
are approaching with the specific
"Working body."
subject of the IFC budget for this
The third and most serious intent of robbery. Until the crimGeneral concern was displayed year. He suggested a 4l.00-Sl.50 episode occurred October 1 at 9' inals are apprehended he advises
by IFC Representatives over a per head budget, which means p.m. when two Trinity 'males, students to limit their activities
document that the administration is eaijh fraternity member would have, sitting by the basketball court at aroutra the campus perimeter,
currently drafting. IFC representa- to pay a $1.00-81.50 dues for the Rocky Ridge Park, were assaulted. especially in the Summit Street
tives felt the exact contents of the year to the IFC. Trinity would The four assailants, described as area, and whether male or female,
document are being unfairly with- match the collected budget up to Hispanic males wearing masks an.d to take advantage of the escort
held. According to Tom Chase of five hundred dollars.
carrying baseball bats, a stick and system.
Psi Epsilon (Psi-U) and IFC Presicont. on p. S
dent, the document deals with the
administration's "power over the
frats," contains "rigid rules" and
is "pretty strong."
Dean of Students,'David Winer,
stated that, in it's present form,
ment called for a postponement of back-up and kept repeating
by Rachel Mann
there is "no way" that the docuofficer elections for the week and throughout the meeting that lie
ment could be passed, according to
The Student Government a decision to make those elections would overrule- any decision made
Alex Kirk of Alpha Delta Phi. (AD). Association (SGA) held its first sghopl-wide. One SGA dorm that was contrary'to the statutes of
Alpha Chi Rho (Crow), representa- meeting last Tuesday night, representative said that a the Constitution,
tive David Smith stated that Wayne September 30. Upon convening at disorganized and emotional debate
Reiner feels that members of the
Asmus (IFC advisor), gave an
10:00 p.m., the primary business went on for most of the evening. SGA were "mistaken'.in their imambiguous "you should know" in introduced on the floor concerned
Piper indicated that Reiner was pressions of his purpose. He said
regard to the contents of the elections of SGA officers and strongly opposed to the amend- that the amendment was indocument. Smith feels that the committee members.
ment from die start. She said that troduced by two individuals who
contents of the document are being . After some debate, Michael Reiner used the Constitution as his
cont. on p. 4 withheld until the final draft has Reiner was elected President;
been passed, merely because the Sandy Smith, Vice President; John
administration "doesn't want an Lemonick, Treasurer; and Claudia
uproar." Matt Pace, also of AD, Piper, Secretary. Also elected was
added that Winer said that the IFC Thomas Hefferon as chairman of
would have an opportunity to view the Transportation Committee.
p. 10
Security Awareness
the documents at least two weeks Nelson Toner, Tina Tricarichi,
before the rest of the campus.
Alice Simon and Eric Anderson
Tom Chase thought it would be were put on the Budget Comappropriate to write a letter to the mittee.
p. 12
G. Gordon Liddy's Will Reviewed
Tripod concerning the document.
According to Piper, Tuesday's
Bert Zug of Pi Kappa Alpha meeting started with an amend(PIKE), felt such an action would ment proposed by John Leisenring
p. 7
Women's Field Hockey Undefeated "inflame the situation." Smith and Chris Sullivan. The amend-
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Ruben Lectures on Six
Arenas of Competition

PreskSental Debate

TC Students for Reagan

There will be a debate between
students representing the Presidential candidates in late October.
Anyone who is interested in helping the organization or is interested
in actually debating should write
Box 639 for details. Please do so
soon.

There will be a Trinity Students
"for Reagan organizing meeting in
the Cave tomorrow (Wednesday) at
7:30 p.m. We will plan activities for
both on-campus and off-campus
campaigning. If you're interested
but can't make the meeting, send a
note to Box 627.

Jobs Available
There are still some On-Campus
jobs available for Work-Study students. The Athletic department,
Psychology Department and Language Lab are looking for students
workers. Specific jobs are posted
on the bulletin board at the
Financial Aid Office.
The,re4 are, <aJ§Q several off-cam-pus WprkrStudyjjob ; openings.
Come to the Financial Aid office or
call ex. 467 for details.

Waiter/Waitress
Part Time 10 A.M. to 2 P.M.
3 Days - 5 Days a Week
No experience necessary
Lunch included
Employees Dining Room
Hartford Insurance Group
Call: 547-5851 for inteview

Consortium Courses

»y s«san i*igh shemu

Anyone who is taking Consortium
Courses at night and needs transportation to get there, is urged to
contact Tom Hefferon '82, the SGA
Transportation Chairman. The
SGA station wagon is available for
use by these students if they don't
have a car. Call 246-5585 or the
SGA office, ext. 367, between 1 and
5 p.m.

Last Tuesday the Psychology
Club sponsored a lecture on
"Competition" given by Dr.
Harvey L. Ruben. Ruben was
graduated smnma com laude from
the University of Pittsburgh. He
received his Medical Degree at
Northwestern University and a
Master of Public Health Degree at
Harvard. He has served as an
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at
Yale University and as an Associate
Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at
the University of Connecticut. In
addition to his private practice in
New Haven, Rubin has published
two books: CI-Crisis Intervention,
and, his latest, Competing.

IVY '80
Curriculum Review

The 1980 Trinity Yearbook "IVY" '80 will be on sale this week
Recently the Ad Hoc Committee
on a first-come-first-serve basis.
on Curriculum Review approved a
Supply is limited.
motion "to send the minutes of the
committee meeting to the Secretary
of the;Faculty and to the Library.";
We took this action, because webelieve it is important that the
Don Quijote de la Mancha, a film Trinty Community be informed
version of Cervantes' classic novel, about and contribute to the review
will be presented by the Spanish process. We invite students, adQub on Thursday, October 9, at ministrators and faculty members
7:30 p.m. in McCook Auditorium. to keep up to date on our work by
The'film will be in Spanish with
reading the minutes. Three copies
English subtitles. Admission is free of the minutes are available at the
and refreshments will be served.
Circulation Library under "PerAH are welcome!
ment Circulation Reserve: Review
Committee."

Spring Domestic Leave
Applications for the American
University Washington Semester
Program and Drew University Semester on the United Nations for
Spring 1981 must be completed and
submitted to the Registrar's office
by October 20.
Arrangements for all domestic
Leaves of Absence should be
completed by November 15. All
necessary information and application forms are available in the
Registrar's office.

EROS
EROS is the Trinity College*
organization for gay, lesbian and
questioning students. Many students at Trinity feel uncomfortable
and out of place because of their
attractions and desires. We talk
about those feelings over wine and
cheese. We hold weekly meetings
where we plan trips, parties, and
dances. In the past year, we held
two dances and met various members of the. Wesleyan and Storrs
groups. We met other college kids
just like us.
- Every correspondent's privacy is
protected; drop a line to us: EROS,
Box 1373. If you are gay and you're
at Trinity, you should join us.
Graduate students welcome also.
Contact EROS,. (Box) 1373) or ext.
484, 485 for more information.

1

Spanish Film

Going Abroad?
Students who have returned to
Trinity from foreign study have
volunteered to be available to talk
with those of you who have decided
to study abroad or who are considering the possibility of doing so.
The meeting, with appropriate
refreshments, will be held in
Hamlin Hall on Wednesday, 15
October 1980, at 7:00 p.m. Please
enter through the north door under
the arch. All are welcome to attend
whether or not they have made
plans to study abroad in the future

Overseas Programs
By the time your .Class is
graduated from the College,
approximately 32 percent of its
members will have participatedin a
foreign study program for one or
two terms of the regular academic
year. Are you interested in know'ing more about the opportunities
available for overseas study? If you
are, kindly obtain the blue information sheet and attachments
available in the Office of Foreign
Study Advising, Williams Memorial 109. Be sure to attend one of
the general information meetings
(if you have not already done so)
which will be held in Alumni
Lounge:
8Octob'rl980 Wed, 2:00 p.m.
14 Octo jer 1980 Tues> 2:00 p.m.
20 October 1980 Mon. 9:00 a.m.

Tutors Needed

As a psychiatrist,: iRubteni I
believes that there are six arenas of
competition that one enters as one
matures. The first is the home and
family,'what he calls the "training
ground" for later competition. In
sibling rivalry, one can clearly see
children vying for parents attention. With school comes the "socializatio.n of the learning experience" and competiton for peer
group acceptance and teacher's
favor. Thirdly, as the child grows,
the playing field becomes the
primary and most obvious arena of
competition. Rubin cited Little
League as an example of a sometimes negative emphasis on
competition. He said that "the
problem isn't the game but the
overvaluing of winning." As one
becomes an adult, the next arena of
competition is the workplace,
followed by social competition and,
finally, sexual competition as it
occurs in a marriage or other
relationship.

stinct." He said that we are "no
longer competing for basic survival
needs, but higher needs: love,
respect, esteem, and admiration."
According to Ruben, there are
different styles of competitiveness:
directness and indirectness, aggressiveness and nonaggressiveness, and that a particular combination of these becomes part of
one's personality.
Though many people believe that
competition is wrong and will insist
that they are not all competitive,
Rubens asserted that those who
believe that they are not competing
with others may actually be competing with themselves.
_ He has created the term "Auto' 'comp," as a name for a "way to
feel good iabdut oneself! without
losing face." An example' of an
"Automcomp" is found in the
runner who is not sure enough of
himself to better his own perfor:
mance. According to Ruben, professional athletes and those who
compete often with others will use
"autocomps" to enhance their own •
skill.

The Trinity Tutoring Program
needs tutors to work at least one
hour per week at the Mac Donough
Elementary School on Hillside Ave.
School is open from 9:00 to 2:00
and tutors may select the day and
time period of their choice. Students may work in reading or math
in grades one through six. There is
also a bilingual classroom for those
students who wish to use their
Spanish.
Anyone interested in the proRuuubin began his lecture with
gram should contact D. Brooks at the subject of sexual competition.
Box 973.
This is evident even at a very'early
age, when children begin to notice
their physical differences. As girls
tend to mature faster than boys of
the same age, boys often react by
building clubhouses and holding
The Trinity Outing Program is secret meetings where there are no
sponsoring • a ski trip to Mt. girls allowed." Dr. Ruben said that
Tremblant in St. Jouite, Canada. there are, two kinds of sexual
The trip will depart from Trinity competition: General Sex CompetiCollege on Sunday morning, Jan- tion," based on perceived differuary 11, and will return to Trinity ences between the sexes", and
on Friday, January 16. Approx- Gender Sex Competition, a more
imate cosj; of the trip is $165.00. "mature" type of competition,
This includes round trip bus trans- when girls...start noticing that they
portation, hotel accommodations can do the same things as boys can
for 5 nights and ski lift tickets for 5 and do them better". This kind of
sexual competition is the basis of
days.
the women's movement and also
Any one interested in the trip triggers sexual harassment.
should contact Box. 83. Please
leave your name, telephone numRuben believes that our "urge to
ber and box number. Trip size is compete is inherited, and stems
limited and seats are filled on a from our self preservation infirst-come-first-serve basis.

Ski Trip

J

Finally, Ruben said that people
often confuse emphasis on competition with
an emphasis on
winning, and that those who "concentrate on winning usually undermine themselves in other ways."
He -believes that there are three
steps to success in healthy competition win or lose:
1.) To "have as much information
as you can about the situation."
2.) To "be able to accept your own
weaknesses and strengths so that
you can play the game according tb
your own best rules."
3.)'To "have reasonabTe**goa^*^il, S * '
' The Psychology Club is a new "
organization that is hoping to
encourage participation by sponsoring other events like the Ruben
lecture. According to its Consti- •
tutton, the Club is based on strong
"student faculty interaction"
through a conjmon interest in
Psychology. Elected officers are:
Co-Chairpersons Lois Ruderman
and Gary Reisfield, Secretary Nan:
cy Chira and Treasurer Jim Dodd.
The Club hopes to sponsor and
investigate movies with analysis
following, other lectures, and internship and job possibilities in the
Psychology field with the career
coulseling department. The Psychology club will host a student faculty reception on Tuesday, October 7, at 4:00 in the Austin Arts
Center Gallery, for anyone interested in psychology.

French cooking,American style.
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Curriculum Committee Discusses Freshman
Seminar Program; Desires Student Input
byToddKnnteon
At the end of the last academic
year the Committee Reviewing the
Curriculum decided upon two aims
of business beginning in September. The first to discuss the
report of the summer sub..-**committee, and the second to
conduct special meetings with
faculty members and students. The
committee, which consists of seven
faculty members and three
students, met for the first time on
September 12.
photo by Chris Stanson
The September 12 meeting was
devoted to discussing the summer
sub-committee report and talking
with W. Howard Muir, Director of
Admissions. While the report
summarized students' course
selections in four general areas, it
be disastrous.
did not give specific course
Dr. Jones feels that the role of selections. The report also conclprofessors should be minimal. uded that there were few changes
They should be there to guide in choices of majors, even though
students in their readings and English and Economics, for
agree or disagree with the points example, have seen significant
they bring up. "You don't teach changes in their demand.
people to learn." People learn
With regard to the Alumni
through reading and analzing mat- Questionnaire which was prepared,
erial, and they remember what the committee felt that "the
they themselves produced, such as questionnaire will yield useful
papersi He emphasized the idea results for our specific task of revithat professors should not impose ewing the curriculum and, more
ideas on their students.
generally, it will set a precedent for
- Df• Jones believes he effectively collecting data about the academic
applies this theory to the classes he life at Trinity College."
teaches. He wants "to break down
Muir felt that it would be difall barriers to learning" and likes ficult to satisfy the market entirely,
to be on a first name basis with his because among the candidates
students. He feels that "life is accepted are those who like and
renewed through teaching, through dislike the open curriculum, but he
the interaction with students and added, "nowadays, kids want to be
the fresh ideas they present.
told what to do and how to do it."
Altogether, Dr. Jones is looking ' Regardless, the students who areforward to teaching at Trinity and most successful at Trinity are those
contributing to the academic com-. who are venturesome and dismunity. He wants to meet as many ciplined at the same time,
students as possible and is eager to concluded Mr. Muir.
guide them in their study of
Lastly, the committee dealt with
history. He believes Trinity is a the advising system at Trinity. Tom
challenging place to work: because Hefferon felt that many of the
the students are intelligent and can Freshmen who recently arrived on
understand the ideas he presents in campus have already lost faith in it.
class.

Jones Looks Forward to
Contributing to Trinity
byTablthaZane
One of Trinity's newest additions
to its faculty is Peter Jones,
Professor of American Institutions
and Values. He is taking over the
William R. Kenan Jr. Chair, created by a millionaire who bequeathed a number of seats in
different fields to many universities
across the country. Dr. Jones has
taught at a number of institutions
in Europe and the United States,
including the University of Warsaw, the University of Illinois, and
Smith Coilege.
" Dr. Jones was born in Yorkshire,
England and received his B.A. and
M.A. at the University of Manchester. He completed his Ph.D. at
London University
in 1963. Dr.
Jones was the first graduated
student of American Studies in
England, and during this period he
wrote An Economic History of the
United States. This book, the first
of its kind to be published by an
Englishman, is still used extensively by many British universities.
When asked if he had always
i«>t)e<8ii,jittterested in' American history,Dr. Jones commented that he
had never made a conscious decision as a youth to specialize in
this field. In high school he had
been interested in the theatre,
writing, and English. He believes
his interest in "history was stimulated by a "first rate" teacher he
had in school.
A recent divorcee, Dr. Jones has
custody of his two daughters, aged
fourteen and sixteen. Being single
again and raising his children alone
has created new problems and
forced him to reflect on his new role
in life. He believes that being
divorced "makes you find things
you've lost or forgotten about
yourself, some of which aren't so
bad. People can live single lives
that are rich, provided they don't
cut themselves off from others."
He enjoys being back in New
England and finds the Connecticut
Valley suited to his style of life,
having the advantages of both
urban and rural environments.
Although Dr. Jones felt it was
jigp, early for him to1 comment on the
r. academic setting at Trinity, he did
express his views concerning himself as a teacher and the teaching
profession as a whole. He believes
that a professor has three jobs at a
university: "teaching, research,
and administrative work." He emphasizes, however, that every professor "must keep writing," otherwise teaching becomes restrictive
and crippling.
On the subject of tenure,
Dr. Jones states that it is necessary, especially at a high caliber
institution. He feels it protects
individual thought from political
pressures and serves as a reward
for those "who could have been in
a richer labor market," He argues
that at a place like Trinity, there is
a built-in .ethic to keep up with the
research in one's field, and this
servesto "keep you on your toes."
He does think, however, that at a
low quality institution, tenure can

"Professors Just_rubber-stamj)
whatever a student has chosen." Inessence the critisism of Freshman
advising was that it came too late
and was too short when it came.
At the September 19 meeting,
the following motion was approved: "The standing Curriculum
Committee should complete its
work in the Internship report,
notifying the Review Committee of
their action before sending it to the
faculty. On the subject of establislishing task forces, the committee
felt that while using sub-committees is an efficient way of dividing a
work load, they "might not get the "
whole picture together," especially
by February-March of 1981. The
conclusion of the meeting reenforced the desire of the committee for student opinion. Ruth
Watson noted that students may
not fully understand the specific
nature of the curriculum review;
Chairman Borden Painter contrasted this with the strong feelings
students had about the curriculum
in the late *60's.

college. The key problem of the
program, West felt, is in faculty
recruitment.
A discussion developed around
this issue. The following suggestions were considered by the
members of the committee and
their guests: at the departmental
level points should be given to the
department offering a Freshman
Seminar, with one instructor being
given a College award for excellence -in teaching; only faculty,
members not subject to tenure
review should be instructors; and
one of the research grants be given
to an instructor who proposes to
develop an innovative seminar.
John Waggett, Advisor of the
Freshman Class, saw some
problems with the advising aspect,.
observing that the pressure "to
grade advisors influences the
advisor/ advisee
relationship
negatively." He suggested that the
Pass/ Fail grading system for all
Freshman Seminars be reinstated.
The Committee to Review the
Curriculum will continue meeting
twice weekly, before preparing a
report for the Curriculum Committee, to be presented to the
faculty in April, 1981.

The September 26 meeting was
devoted to a discussion of the
Freshman Seminar Program.
Richard T. Lee, Andrea Bianchini,
and James L. West were guests. Lee
said the program was designed to AGENDA FOR S.G.A. MEETING
prepare freshman with "ground
work for further study." He added
I. Greetings
that the program is as good as any
advising system Trinity has as yet
II. Approval of Minutes
devised. Bianchini felt that "the
structure for good advising is III. Old Business
there," and that since 1975 the
a. Election of Committees
program has seen a move toward
b. Election of Ad Hoc
more conventional topics and
Committees
methods. ;
c. Timcof Meetings
West supported the program
enthusiastically, observing that a IV. New Business
"bond" is established between
a. Sullivan Leisenring
student and advisor which lasts for
Amendment
four years. The purpose • of the .
. b. Snodgrass Amendment
seminar, he added, is to introduce
c. Other
x the students to college work, and to
teach them to think ahead and to V. Adjournment
open them to the resources'of the

Students Participate in 1980 Mock Convention
by Joseph McAleer
A group of politically-active Trinity students travelled to Northampton, Massachusetts last Tuesday to participate in the "1980
Mock Convention" festivities.
Organized by Smith College,
delegations from area colleges and
from the Smith dormitories gathered in the style of a true political
convention to nominate a candidate
for the presidency.
The purpose of this mock convention was to demonstrate, as
mayor of Northampton David Musante stated, that college students
"are not apathetic and indifferent''
toward the approaching election
and "should have a say in the
government" that is affecting their
future.
The 1980 mock convention was
held in a large, horseshoe-shaped
auditorium. Each delegation was
seated together beneath large
signs which displayed the name of
their dorm or school. The walls of
the hall were draped with every
conceivable type of political poster
and banner for the three major
candidates: President Carter, Ronald Reagan, and Representative
John Anderson. Students passed
out balloons, buttons, hats, noisemakers, and the like to show
support for their candidates. Trinity delegate Jim Pomeroy's first
impressions were "a lot of noise"
and "too much smoke."
Every political convention has a
keynote speaker, and this assemblage was not lacking an impressive one. Bella Abzug, noted
feminist and president of Women
U.S.A. (a grassroot activist movement), addressed the enthusiastic
throng of over eight hundred

students. Over all, she appealed to
the three candidates to help ratify
the Equal Rights Ammendment to
the Constitution. "Women are an
oppressed majority," she stated,
and E.R.A. will help to create a
society "that is great for all
people." Abzug also expressed her
firm belief in the separation of
church and state and of "the
individual right of choice." She
spoke against the use of nuclear
power and stated,' 'Is there anyone
at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission who will volunteer to get
cancer in the name of progress?"
Finally, Abzug assailed, all three
candidates for not taking a strong
stand on the economy and inflation.

"That's another problem," she
stated.
Following Abzug's widelyapplauded speech, representatives
of the three major candidates
addressed the convention. Bert
Carp, Deputy Director of the White
House Domestic Policy Staff, spoke
on behalf of President Carter. Keke
Anderson appeared for her husband, Representative John Anderson, and Dr. Gloria Toote, senior
advisor for Ronald Reagan, spoke
on behalf of the former governor.
Each address was followed by two
seconding speeches, given by
Smith students.
In his address, Carp praised the
Carter Administration's stand on

jobs, financial aid for cities, and its
"stand for human and equal
rights." On the question of energy,
he noted how the President "had
doubled the budget for solar energy" and stimulated its application - through the creation of a
solar bank. In addition, Carp
lauded the President's program to
achieve a balanced bucTgef by 15857
Finally, he praised Walter Mondale
as "the most truly effective vkepresidentin White House history."
Keke Anderson's address was
slightly delayed as the Trinity
delegation, led by Trinity student
Steve Pekock, paraded around the
convention floor, leading the crowd
cont. on p. 11
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Freshmen SeminarsMake Students Write as Well as Think
by MaryAnn Connors

Qae of the most positive aspects
of the "new-old curriculum," which
began at Trinity in 1969, has been
the freshman seminar program.
According to Assistant Professor
History James West, Coordinator
of the Freshman Seminar Program,
"The program is the most important legacy that we have of the
curriculum reform." Professor
West is an extremely strong advocate of the freshman seminar
program,, yet realizes that "others
may have different opinions."

not courses and we should strive to
make them different. It is different
from everything else, and if it
works it should have the excitement of innovation."

In developing the Freshman
Seminar Program, West felt "the
danger was that these freshman
seminars would become very easy.
As coordinator, I have always
stressed that you have' to make
people work hard. Four or five
years ago, students didn't really
like a seminar • that wasn't
demanding; they felt . they'd
West, who served as Coor- somehow been cheated. The freshdinator of the Freshman Seminar- man seminars are more structured
Program from 1976-1978, replaced now than they were when they
Carl Brown this summer as started out."
coordinator; Brown was supposed
West believes that one of the
to be coordinator for two years ljut
left, (Trjm.ty j^ter .acting- as' 6o,oi-t 'majh purposes of 'the freshman
dina^qr fqrf,pne semester,; ,, .. seminar is to introduce '/reshmah to •'
college life on "the basis that ft is
West obviously enjoys his through the, freshman seminars that
position and feels positive about some of the students' first
the success of the freshman acquaintances develop. In classes
seminar program. "The freshman no larger than fifteen, students are
seminar is not a department," says able to develop close friendships
West, "it is a program. These are with one another .as well as with

their instructor, who will act as
their advisor for the first two years.
"The freshman seminar is kind of
a bonding and social mechanism
where people get to know each
other," states West. Through such
activities as parties at the
professor's home, students get "to
see that professors are real
people."

•,.: t

Selection of professors is a
difficult process, according to
West. "We select the people who
we feel will be the best in this
situation as instructors. The
coordinator has to have the ability
to screen," continues West.
"Recruitment is a constant
problem. The major role of the
coordinator is to get the right
people,. If I do ,that, then the :
seminars are" successful. That als*o '
means that you're concentrating on
the most highly motivated and
successful of the faculty."
West approximates that "about
one-third of the faculty does well in
seminars. This one-third is taking
much of the freshman load."

SGAj Challenges Constitution
cent, from p. 1
are not on the SGA. According to
the Constitution, he said, the SGA
must be given a week's notice when
amendments come from an outside
source. Therefore, Reiner asserted
that his first obligation as President
pro tern was to get elections underway.
"It is always heard that the SGA
does not accomplish anything. I
didn't want that to happen again ...
I see it as a more internal concern,"
said Reiner. "I think I was right in
forcing the issue because I was
supporting the Constitution," he
added.
Reiner
summarized
the
arguments for and against the
immediate and future passage of
the Leisenring-Sullivan amendment. The defense felt that more
student involvement would
enhance awareness and interest in
the SGA and school issues. They
believe that at-large elections
would give students an opportunity
to actively express their opinions
through candidates' platforms and
subsequent issues brought before
the SGA.

This oroblem of staffing and
choosing professors who have a
great deal of motivation and "a
Reiner feels, on the other hand, high level of skill in teaching"
that an at-large election would' could
be
easily
solved,
become a popularity contest. He hypothesizes West, by "giving each
asserted that students at Trinity professor five students as adreally don't care about the SGA or visees."
the issues it deals with. He also said
that the student body might elect
Although Amherst College
an incompetent President since recently abandoned the freshman
they would have no opportunity to seminar program, West feels
see a candidate's previous per- strongly that the freshman seminar
formances and abilities. Reiner .program is "one' of the most exsaid he would like to s_ee a school- citing things that the new
wide referendum on the issue curriculum did." As coordinator,
before any direct action is taken. West is in charge o! the majority of
According to Piper and Reiner, correspondence. When other
theteisenring-SuUivan amendment colleges were reconstructing
will come before the SGA at Curriculums early in the 1970's, he
tonight's meeting at 9:30 p.m. in received a number of requests for
Mather Dining Hall. Piper stated information about Trinity's freshthat it was clearly established on man seminar program from other
Tuesday that the previously elected colleges. Says West, "This denotes
officers will step down from their the program's success."
posts if the amendment is passed
and the decision is made in favor of
Seminars are designed to
holding at4arge elections,
maintain academic rigor through
Reiner asserted,' "Kids thought more innovative patterns of
we were trying to ram our cam- teaching than are able to be
paign down their throats. I only performed in a regular structured
wanted to protect the Constitution classroom. In past seminars and in
and the reputation of the SGA," the 29 present seminars being

For DeBdous Pizza and

Hot Owm Grindm®

conducted this fall, West stresses recommended to remedy some of
that professors are encouraged to the writing difficulties experienced
do things they would not or could by students.
not ordinarily do in a regular
West runs his seminar basically
classroom situation, primarily as a two hour discussion period
because of the difference in class because "a seminar should be more
sizes. "In many ways, the freshman discussion than anything. What the
seminar is a very shaping and students say determines the pattern
formative experience for fresh- of what we're going to do that
man." West continues, "The fresh- night." West emphasizes that there
man seminar is not trying to convey is "a sense of risk" involved here
a body of knowledges its primary since the class depends on the
purpose. We're trying to develop 'motivation and interest of the
patterns of thought."
students.
The 29 seminars this semester
represent all departments and each
tries to convey how "specialists
think about what they come into
contact with." The present danger
is that "the seminars will begin to
look and act like courses." says*
u
.West!
>"*A\%
)W$i

Freshman Seminars are not
infallible. West is presently attempting to get freshman seminars
to extend into the spring semester
since many freshmen express a
!;.,to ma|ntain close contact
friends and advisors. As a

%ric©urag%s} -students' *tb* rarar -a
history course that he teaches
Each year student evaluations of during the spring semester. Says
each seminar are taken, which West, "I'm playing a different role
result in an overwhemlingly here because the course isn't as
favorable response to keep the exciting as the freshman seminar.
freshman seminar program. West It's a larger group and a more
points out that "seminars are traditional course. We do a little
probably the most evaluated seminar in the course (as well as
program in the college. The best the required work) for.the people
responses we get are where who came from the freshman
"students are challenged and forced . seminar."
;
to develop skills and think.'1 There
is a possibility of a new survey
Two administrators who are
being conducted this year which teaching freshman seminars this
will evaluate what impact, if any, fall are Associate Administrative
the freshman seminar had on the Dean John Waggett and Vice
student's life at Trinity.
President Thomas Smith. Smith
says that he schedules his seminar
for 8:30 a.m. twice a week in order
Associate Professor Clyde D. to be finished early in the morning.
McKeo's "Politics and Oral Says Smith, "I find it takes more
Communications" seminar was the time, but it's not that great a
most sought after seminar last fall.
Seventy to eighty people choosing
a class which is designed for 15
people presents a problem, says preparation and study or what not.
West. If students do not get their From my point of view it's going all
first choice,. then, they usually right. I .haven't tried, directly to get
receive "their second" choice.' No
one is placed in their third choice
Acting President James' Fr*
until a second mailing is sent, and English taught "Society Business,
the student's choices are made and the Individual" in the fall ot again. "This summer," says West, 1978 and 1979. He says: "I was
"for some unknown reason, the uneasy because I had not taught for
demand for seminars was well years and was afraid I might not be
distributed. Seventy to eighty able to communicate well. As it
percent of the freshman were turned out, we all survived and
placed in their first choice."
even flourished. I'm sure I learned
more than the students."
West's "Communism and
From West's standpoint, "There
Facism" seminar -involves reading is a pattern of having adone book and writing one paper ministrators teach seminars which
each week. West adds that in the is not necessarily the direction I
seminar, "we're teaching them to want to see the program move in."
write as well as think." In a small
West has not yet discovered
group such as a seminar problems "where the magic of the freshman
"in writing and adjustment" can be seminar program lies." Presently,
detected quickly and solutions he believes that "• the seminar
such as the Writing Center are program falls on the people in it."
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Djaparidze Contributes Russian
Language and Culture to Trinity

Asslsstant Professor Justinia Beskarav-Djaparkbte

by Joanne Matzen
second year Russian language are remember of life at that time," she
A "new faculty member appeared^ offered. Last year two Trinity recalls, "was terrifying: police
on the Trinity College campus last
students left because there" was no searches,a terrible lack of food,
year and with her, hope for a new
Russian major. "Already we have and overcrowding." She inhabited
language -^ or, rather, a very old many professors who could a small, two-room, cellar apartlanguage and a new major. The contribute to a Russian Studies ment with her family, her nurse,
language is Russian and the faCEis major," explained Djaparidze. and the refugee family they were
that of Professor Justinia Besharov- "However, we do need aiiother harboring.
Djaparidze, who after accepting person to form a third year Russian
For years, even before the
her position at Trinity, spent "a
language course1." The major Russian Revolution of 1917,
most energetic year, but a highly, should cover the entire scope of Georgia was noted for its high
highly enjoyable one, putting the Russian life including their proportion of intellectuals and
Russian program on the tracks." language and their civilization, she teachers. Djaparidze reflects, 'Tve
. At the top of Djaparidze's asserted.
always beem teaching; Even as a
agenda is her plan to institute a
Djaparidze is originally from young girl I began teaching migrant.
major at Trinity in Russian Studies. Russia, or rather, as she is quick to workers' children on the farm. It's a
At present, only courses in first and point out, from the ancient natural thing for me to do."
Djaparidze: has, in fact, had
kingdom of Georgia on the Black
Sea, now a republic of the U.S.S.R.' much experience with education. .
Georgia had formed an in- After graduating from ' Vassar
dependent government around the college she went on to receive her
missioned by Trinity, but "it is still time of World War I and the M.A. from Columbia University
not clear what his contribution Russian Revolution of 1917. and later attended Harvard for the
was" to the creation of the new However, with the intervention of Ph.D. Her teaching career ofcampus. This discovery, however, the Red Army the new government' ficially began at Columbia and
will aid in verifying Knapp's collapsed in 1921. Resistance Harvard Universities where she
assumption that CSmstcad "was continued nevertheless, and in was a student instructor. Since then
instrumental' in choosing the 1924, culminated in a mass in- she has .taught Russian, and
location of the Long Walk," at the surrection in which Djaparidze's comparative Bterature at Indiana
request of the trustees.
father took part. The- family fled University, Vassar College (where
Interestingly enough, the dis- the country after the results of the she returned to head the Russian
covery of the records is the insurrection proved that no more department), New York University,
College Vault this summer only hope existed for1 Georgian in- University of Paris, and finally,
'only one of several coincidences dependence.
Trinity College.
that occurred, relating to William
Presently, she is teaching inAs
a
very
young
child
she
left
Burges, Knapp revealed. First of
tensive
introductory Russian,
Georgia
and
eventually
came
to
all, Pauline Sargent, curator of the
collection of Burges drawings at America. "Terrible • things are intermediate Russian, a tutorial in
«p.U
Cardiff Castle in Wales, visited remembered early. So, whatever I

Library Archives Uncover Ancient Secrets
cont. from p. I
marked' "Burges Papers" was
found.
For Knapp, finding this envelope
was a moment of triumph. Williams
Burges was a famous English architect commissioned by Trinity in
1872 to design the buildings for the
new~ campus. At the time, the City
of Hartford purchased-the site of
the old campus to build a new state
capital,' and Trinity was relocated
to its present site. Burges' efforts,
'endorsed by the emminent Hartford architect Frances Kimball,
resulted in the construction of the
buildings which constitute the
Long Walk: Seabury, Nor'tham,
and Jarvis. '
The envelope contained several
new documents relating to these
men and their contributions to the
new campus. Among the papers
was a statement of charges, as well
as a receipt, signed by Burges in
London, acknowledging the
payment of his services. Burges had
.created 169 elaborate, multi<W0fta)i^blueprints "on white linen
which deVafied bis designs'for' the
new Trinity College, based upon a
four-quadrangle plan. Kimball is
responsible for working with
Burges to adapt his drawings to suit
the financial budget of the college
at the time. •
Also included among the
documents was a report in Kimball's handwriting which Knapp
termed "the most important
discovery." Addressed to the

Building Committee, and dated
February, 1878, (six months before
the buildings were ready for
occupancy), this report contains a'
detailed summary of the total
•expenditures and the interior
fittings of Seabury and Jarvis Halls.
The significance of this report is
that Trinity now has "an eyewitness
report' by tbe architect himself as to
what really went on during the
construction" Knapp stated.
1
The original specifications for
the construction of Northam
Towers were also discovered in the
envelope, (dbmplete "with a rotted
elastic,band around them," Knapp
relayed). In 1878, the lack of
sufficient funds prevented the
building of the towers between
Seabury and Jarvis. Not until .1881°
did a trustee ntfmed Northam
emerge with the financial backing.
Therefore, these specifications
contain the original Burges designs,
utilized by Kimball in 1881, to
complete the construction of the
Long Walk. .
,«
Finally, the , Bilges envelope •
yielded-yet another document of
great importance to the history of
the college. This document is in the
form of a bill submitted to the
college trustees by Frederick
Obnstead, for services rendered
from 1872-1876. Frederick Ctmstead was a famous landscape
architect noted for his design of
Central Park in New York City.
Knapp stated that historians are
aware that Otmstead was com-

Trinity this summer to examine .the
college's collection of Burges
drawings in the archives.
The day she arrived at Trinity^
Knapp noted, was the exact date
that then-President Abner Jackson
first. stepped on English soil,
enroute to meet Burges in 1872.
Secondly, during Ms. Sargent's
stay, the Burges discoveries were
made.'in' the College. Vault. In
addition, 16*0 drawings made by
Burges and Kimball were transferred to the archives from the
Department of Buildings and
Grounds, where they "-had been
stored for many years. Finally,
Knapp stated, two weeks before
Ms. Sargent arrived, a missing
watercolor of the proposed campus
by Burges himself was finally
returned to Trinity via VicePresident Smith.

Decorate the dorm with Inexpensive Remnants
FANTASTIC
SELECTION -

IFC Ammends Constitution
cont. Iran p. 1
David Giblin of Delta Kappa the frats. The booklets would
Epsilon (DEKE); felt he could not include general facts about each
ask his fraternity brothers and specific frat such as their rush
sisters to give up any more money, procedures and as .to whether the
due to the current DEKE financial ,frat accepted women. Chase felt
situation. Chase felt this was this booklet could be included as
understandable and thought maybe part of freshman orientation. Chase
the IFC should sponsor "events to also stressed that publishing such a
help our own." Giblin believes that credibility of the IFC (i.e. "the IFC
DEKE may be able to give some did this").
money later, if their carnival goes
well and if the month's bills are not
The section of the IFC constituexcessive.
tion concerning the IFC advisor
Smith believes that "a lot of was amended. Previously, the
people don't understand frats," constitution stated that the IFC
and only associate them with advisor is a "voluntary" and
drinking. He felt the IFC should "permanent" position. The IFC
stress the community service decided to delete "permanent' and
aspects of fraternities. Smith went add "subject to IFC discretion."
on to suggest the possibility of the Chase asked Wayne Asmus to
IFC sponsoring a "Greek Week." leave at the opening of the meeting
During this week each frat would because Chase wanted to see if the
have one day to sponsor an event or meeting would run smoother in his
events and any profits would be absence.
given to some charity organization.
The IFC meeting is tonight at
Tom Chase suggested that the 9:30, in Alumni Lounge. All stuIFC publish a booklet describing dents are invited to attend.
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Washington Legislative
Internship Program
If you're a junior or senior with at least a 3.0 avenge,
you may be able to spend the Call on Capitol H91
earning 16 credits and learning what practical poUttnto
11 about.
You'll work with members of Congress, government
agencies, and perhaps see Washington - and yourself in a totally different light.
Filing deadline Is November 1. To apply, or tat
farther Information, call [617] 353-2408, or write:
Boston University Washington Legislative btenuhfe
Program, College of IJtwral Arts • Bram 302, 725
Commoawealtn Avenue, Boston, Mswaeaasetts 02215.

Boston University
is an equal opportunity institution.
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Parent's Weekend 1980: Schedule of Events
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10
11:00 am-6:00 pm
Parents register in Lobby, Mather
Campus Center, Previously ordered
dinner, luncheon and football tickets
can be picked up. Undated weekend
schedule, campus map and list of
Friday afternoon classes will be distributed. (A limited number of dinner,
luncheon and football tickets may be
available for those who did not male
advance reservations.)
11:30am- 1:15pm
Cafeteria-style lunch in Mather Campus
Center Dining Hall.
11:30 am -3:J5pm
Classes open to parents
3:00 pm
Junior Varsity Football
Springfield

Trinity vs.

8:00 pm
Dance Performance by The Dance
Gallery. Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center

ematics; and Natural Science Faculty in
McCook Math-Physics Building Library: Social Science faculty in Wean
Lounge. (Coffee served at each location)

4:30 pm - 5:30pm .
Student-Faculty Panel Discussion: Perspectives on Campus Life. Moderated
by David Winer, Dean of Students.
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall

9:30 pm
Theatre Arts Production of "The Club"
by Eve Merriam. Garmany Hall, Austin
Arts Center.

Dining options in the Hartford area for
parents invited to Saturday night's
campus dinner. (List enclosed)

9:45 pm
After dinner entertainment- by Trinity
musical groups. Washington Room,
Mather Campus Center

9:30 am -10:30 am
Career Counseling Open House. The
Director or Associate Director will be
available to discuss the College's career
counseling services and to. answer
questions. Career Counseling Office,
Seabury 45

4:00 pm
Women's Varsity Soccer
Mt. Holydke

6:30 pm -7:30 pm
Dutch-Treat Cocktail Hour for parents
invited to Friday's dinner, their sons
and daughters, and members of the
faculty and administration. Austin Arts
Center.

Trinity vs.

3:00 pm -4:30 pm
library Open House, including tours of
the facilities

7:30 pm
Dinner in Mather Campus Center
Dining Room, followed by greetings
from Acting President James F,
English, Jr.

11:30 am- 1:15 pm
Parents Association Buffet Lucheon in
the Memorial Field House. Students on
the meal plan may use meal tickets. (A
limited number of luncheon, football
and Saturday night dinner tickets may
be available at the door.)
1:30 pm
Varsity Football - Trinity vs. Colby
Students admitted free with Trinty I.D

Men's Varsity Soccer • Trinity vs. Tufts
10:45 am- 11:45 am
SATURDAY,OCTOBER 11
Open Meeting with Acting President Men's Junior Varsity Soccer
Trinity
James F. English, Jr. and other vs. Tufts
9:00 am- 11:15am
administrators who will speak about the
Registration, Lobby, Mather Campus
College and answer questions. Goodwin
Center. Pick up previously ordered
" 4:00pm
dinner, luncheon and football tickets. . Theatre, Austin Arts Center
Carillon Concert following football
Revised schedule and campus map
game. Trinity. Guild of Carillonneurs:
available.
10:30 am
Women's Tennis - Trinity vs. Wesleyan
9:00 am - 10:45 am
"
. 6:30 pm-7:30 pm
Open House with the Faculty: Arts
11:00am '
Dutch-Treat Cocktail Hour for parents
faculty in Blake Room of Austin Arts
Women's Field Hockey - Trinity vs. • invited to Saturday's dinner, their sons
Center; Humanities faculty in Widener
Wesleyan
•
and daughters, members of the faculty
Gallery of Austin Arts Center; mathand administration. Austin Arts Center

BELMONT RECORD SHOP
We're Closing Our Hartford Store

7:30pm
Dinner in Mather Campus Center
Dining room, followed by greetings
from Acting President James F. Eng-,
lish.Jr.
8:00 pm
Dance performance by The Dance
Gallery. Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center
9:45 pm
After Dinner entertainment by Trinity
musical groups^ Washington Room,
Mather Campus Center
^... SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12
10:00 am

S 5 E UP

10:30 am
Chapel Service according to the usage
of the Episcopal Church. Sermon,..
Chapel Singers.
11:30 am
Coffee reception hosted by Acting
President James F. English, Jr. at the
President's home, 133 Vernon Street.
All parents and students are welcome.
1:15 pm
Roman Catholic Mass. The Chapel
OTHER ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS

the Store Fixtures'.

\
I
i

We have even the hard-to-find records and W
tapes! Buy now . . . we don't want to move |
our inventory to Vernon. Choosefrom
\
'
Classical, Country, Jazz, Rock, Disco,
,
Polkasy Oldies, Shows, Internationals, and
[
i
MORE! And save on these brands: CBS,
i
I
MCA, RCA, Warner Bros., Casablanca,
',
\
RSO, Mercury, Polydor, United Artists,
V
1
Captiol, and MORE! Everything incred>I ibly priced, including the Store Fixtures
, and even the Store itself!
j

f DO YOUR CHRISTMAS /
i SHOPPING NOW AT J

GREAT SAVINGS!

M

BELMONT RECORDS ^

163Washihgtori Street, Hartlord,Ct. 522-2209.
.L(L-' Jj'.iJ

'

Exhibits:
"Selected 19th Century American
Paintings fromthe George F. McMurray
Loan Collection" and "designs by
Robert Aterarion" - Austin Arts Center,

"Ariel and the Eagle: The Spanish
America and the United States in the
19th Century" and "Puerto Rico:
Struggle for Dignity" - Watkinson
Library.
The BOOKSTORE (Basement of
Mather Campus Center) will be open
Saturday from 10:00 am until 1:00 pm. •

The TRIPOD
is Looking for a
Hartford Editor
Any Interested
Students
should contact
Patty Hooper
at 246-1829
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Black Students in Black Studies Examined in Depth

4
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oJLthe New England Regional serious note. Everyone was
Conference of The National gathering togetherjor a purpose
Council for Black Studies. With and to formulate objectives, thus
the assistance of Dean DeRocco,
there seemed to be a realization
and Professor Johnetta Richards, amongst those participants that this
the Intercultural Studies Program conference was more than a mere
(I.CS.) was able to host ap- social affair.
proximately .60 students and faculty * The Continental Breakfast gave
representing 8 New England the representatives a chance to
colleges. The question of whether informally converse with one
or not black students play a another before the events began.
significant role in the im- The opening remarks by Prof.
plementation of Black Studies Richards and Ronald Spencer,
programs was discussed at length, Asst. Dean of Faculty, gave the
with respect to the practicality of Trinity participants the opportunsuch a program in present society. ity to welcome the visitors and
As the representatives began briefly give some insight into Black
their arrival from the various Studies programs here; and the
schools, the attitudes took on a need for improvement. I knew that
the enthusiasm and concern were
too intense to contain.
When the workshops broke
down into categories in separate
rooms, the issues began to take
form and the discussions that
ensued were stimulating and informative. Questions were raised as
to how one can major in AfroAmerican studies at any of the
respective schools yet still acquire
other practical skills in the liberal
arts and still put this major to
viable use in our society. This issue
along with the question of how
black professors could aid students
in the implementation of this major
as a significant concentration of
studies was discussed with a great
amount of energy and enthusiasm
which led the' group into other
areas of academic concern.
photo li,
Statements were made • in
response to black life on campuses
"Once the black faculty are gone, the students will be next
such as Trinity's and how, with
Moseby and Richards

by Carmelette Smhh
The best way I can present my
view-point (both objective & nonobjective) on the conference that
was held here Saturday is to discuss
the events as they took place
throughout the day, while
elaborating on the impact that each
had on me as a participant. Writing
on the assumption that this is
meant to be a critical review, I'
must admit firstly that my
criticisms are few and far between.
What I saw and felt Saturday
marked a breakthrough in terms of
my awareness.
"The Role of Black Students in
Black Studies" was the issue ; those
in attendence were representatives

such few numbers and with the
narrow-mindedness of the student
bodv, one could convince the
administration and faculty that
there is a need for well-structured
black studies course. The numbers
of black students and faculty are
decreasing drastically from year to
year.
Although many of the schools
that were represented, i.e., UMass,
Boston State, Wesleyan, Tufts,
etc.L
were facing similar racial
problems in dealing with students
and faculty, I did notice that
Trinity's situation was far more
drastic in terms of faculty and
student numbers, and apathy, etc.
The fact that such dynamic,

intelligent and aware black people
were able to voice their observations, opinions and solutions to
a pertinent issue was inspirational.
The student speakers at the
luncheon, Kwaku-Sinthn Mis a,
President of the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks (T.C.B.), and a
representative from Boston State
were excellent in their deliverance
of encouraging words to. faculty
and students to strive on, achieve
and combat the forces which
suppress blacks. Both speakers
received standing ovations which
was indicative of the support and
the unity that was prevalent
amongst
the
participants
throughout the day.
The final wrap up session was
held after lunch wfiere students
and faculty divided,, once again to
finalize their agendas and organize
the issties at hand. It was first
decided that there was a need to
share our feelings and opinions
with black faculty, members
because regardless of the age and
status differences, there is still a'
common bond.
. .
It was agreed that organizational
skills must be developed in college
for practical purposes and . that
students and faculty should aid one
another in the efforts to implement"
certain programs on college
campuses. Creative ways of gaining
finances for these programs was
elaborated on and it was also
agreed that it was unfair policy for
individuals to be allowed to enter
photo by R Michael Hall
fields of social studies without
"We have to reach out to those who taking at least, one course in Black
do not know." -- Carmeilette Smith Studies.
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Need campus representatives to promote
our student travel programs. Contact:

THE AMERICAN STUDENT TRAVEL CENTER
151 M A I N STREET
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ACCUMAIL PRESORT INC.

Addressers wanted immediately!

682 Prospect Ave.

Work at home - no experience necessary - excellent pay.
»

Parttime, Days or Evenings
• Flexible Hours
# First-class Mail Sorting
Call 236-2585, 8-5, Ask, for Lisa

Write: National Service
9041 Mansfield, Suite 2004
Shreveport, La. 71118
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EARN $$ AND FREE TRIP
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PREPARE FOR

CONSIDERING AN

MBA?

An admission representative from Vanderbiit
University will be on campus
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8
to meet with men and women interested in
management careers.
Please contact:
CAREER COUNSELING
for more details and to sign up for a student
information session.

MCATLSATGMAT
SATDATGRE
Permanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated fulltime staff.
•
Complete T£ST-n-TAI»£s«facilities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
Small classes taught by skilled
instructors.

Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 80 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT
TOEFL > NMB • VQE • ECFNIG • FLEX • NDB • NLE
HARTFORD AREA
800 Silver Lane
East Hartford, Ct. 06118
Call Days. Eves & Weekends

(203) 568-7927

All students, regardless of undergraduate major, are
Invited to attend

VANDERBILT

1

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
T E S T PREPARATION

for Information About Older Centers
Outside NY Slate

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

CALL TOLL FBEE: 8 0 0 - 2 2 3 - 1 7 8 2 ,
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Where DidThese

CHAPEL- Presented by William Gwfan Mather '77, the Cleveland
industrialist and philanthropist, the Chapel was the pet project of
Trintiy President Ogilby. Ogilby was so enthused by the
construction of the Chapel that he was able to inspire the workmen
to a love of the building that for many yean following the Chapel's
compettori they returned for a meeting of the "Chapel Builders
Alumni Association;" Earl Sanborn, the maker of the Chapel's
stained glass windows asked that his ashes be burled under a slab in
the Crypt floor.

'

NORTHAM • Just before his death in 1881. Colonel Charles H.. Northern, a trustee of the College
presented a gift of $40,000 for the construction of a building to be built between Jarvis and Seabury.
Work was completed in 1881.

1

CLEMENT - In 1932, Trinity College chemistry facilities were in
terrible shape. Deciding that the current facilities, located In Jarvis
in a converted boiler room, were inadequate, Professor Vemon
Krieble, head of the Chemistry Department, decided to raise the
funds to construct new facilities. He turned to Martin W. Clement, a
member of the Board of Trustees, to help Urn raise the funds. By
1934 enough money had been raised and by 1936 the building was
finished. When Clement retired from the Board of Trustees In 1963,
the building was designated the Martin W. Clement Chemistry
laboratory and the auditorium, now Cinestudlo, the Vernon K.
Ktfebte auditorium.

\

SEABUBY - Built in 1878 and named after Bishop of Connecticut
Seabury. Seabury hall was constructed to hold laboratories,
classrooms and faculty offices.

' S->
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- It is unclear whether Jarvis was named for one person or for the Jarvis family, which was
nentlal in the fonlding of the college: Bishop Abraham Jarvis was a great educator and Hev.
Samuel Jarvis was a professor at Trinity in the 1830's. It was built In 1878 and served as a dormitory
with classrooms in the basement.

OGILBY - At the time that the Goodwin and Woodward dormitories were being built, plans were
announced for the construction of yet another housing facility hi an attempt to solve the problem of
inadequate housing. The Delta Psl fraternity made an agreement with the College that they would
raise money for the dorm provided that the College would lease the dining facilities to the feat, and
allow a certain number of rooms to be reserved for Delta Psl men. So the College purchased a lot at the
corner of Vernon and Summit Streets and baBt OgUby Hall, a dormitory boosing twenty-six students.

3' ;: :,i" J ? ' ? ••/'•'"': : s .

WI.N . Niimed .:ficr 3ilshi>u lohi! V-llllanih »au wa, prL-sliliu!
•if Mull* litlk-Ko |I«48-I«S1| anil nhn uHilinuccl In haw KW««'
indui-iKi- in lollrgp affai!-, unltl alniusl the rnd of Ihi- im:.ir>. In
Ihe enily l'JOO'ii, i h e College duperaUsiy needed a new library and
in 1912 J.P. Morgan donated the money to build It as a memorial to
his late Mend John Williams. This was the fourth building to be
added to what was to become the Trinity quadrangle.

COOK - Built in 1931 it was named after Charles W. Cook of
Windsor who upon his death turned over half of his estate to the
College.
.
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Running in Place

Editorial /j
Security Awareness
The Trinity community has been faced in recent
weeks with a rash of security incidents, which
demonstrate in an unfortunate way that the College is
not immune to crime. Indeed, the College and its'
students are an attractive target for a would-be thief. In
the face of these recent problems it is imperative that
we all become more security conscious.
• The type of injuries that were sustained last week by
several students are far more serious and disturbing
than property loss. Three incidents this semester have
^ift^blvSif.thievesJarmed with baseball bats, knives and
*)'n'36"r?STt}ase a hatchet. All the incidents occured on the
campus perimeter. Students should, quite obviously,
avoid these areas whenever possible. Security should
step up patrols along the perimeter of campus.
It is a fact that Trinity is in an'area of urban decay.
We are not going to repeat the often heard warnings
that students receive. Everyone, if they have not done
so already, should read the sections of the handbook
that pertain to security. Security alerts should not be
taken lightly. The security office and the resident
assistants are to be commended for the speed with
which these alerts have been posted this year.
The security office has done a good job in the last
year of making students more security conscious. The
College should carefully consider security staffing in
the light of recent events. The safety of the College
community is of paramount concern to everyone.
We hope increased crime will not serve as an excuse
for Trinity to become any more isolated than it already
"is. Hartford, like any major city has a crime problem. If
we all take the proper precautions we can minimize our
risks. We should be concerned without becoming
paranoic.

Letters Policy
The Tripod welcomes letter to the Editor. All letters
must be signed by the author whose name will, be
withheld when requested. Letters which are in poor
taste or libelous will not be printed. All letters must be
typed and doubled spaced. Deadline is 5 p.m.
Saturday.
•
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Steven A. Elmendorf
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News Editor
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Robert Falk
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R, Michael Hall
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The TRIpOiD is puKU|li|d by the students of Trinity fcoll«ge, and is
written and edited entire^ % tSe stoaent steff,, All materials are
edited and?rlnted ( at the discretion of the editorial board; material
Is warmly encouraged. Deadline for articles, letters to the editor and
other editorial page copy Is 5 P.M., Saturday, preceding Tuesday's
TRIPOD; deadline, for advertisements is 12 P.M., Saturday. The
TRIPOD offices are located in Jackson Hall Basement. Office hours:
Saturday, 3-5 P.M., Sunday front 9 A.M. Telephone 246-1829 or
527-3151, ext. 252. Mailing address: Bos 1310, Trinity College,
Hartford, Ct. 06106.

New York: After TheFall
by Kate Meyers
I sat on a Central Park bench,
getting a taste of the big apple,
tasting a-big apple. (A red delicious, I believe it was.) An
ingenuous youth nibbles on the
forbidden fruit in the fallen city.
Adam, in the form of a nude "bag
man" jaunts around back and forth
in front of me with his head down
and searches for something although he seems unsure of just
what. After a few minutes, perhaps
becoming aware of his display, he
walks toward a tree, picks up a
filthy pair of black pants and steps
into them. They are much too big
and the waistline in drawn tight to

the side by a safety pin. He walks
some more, head still down, and
searches through the garbage cans.
True to his name, he pokes around,
explores and then ransacks other
people's thrown away brown bags.
I observed this man ten minutes
and two blocks from being in
Bergdorf Goodman. The woman
who waited on me was blonde and
beautiful and dressed and made up
to perfection. She thought I was
fifteen. I am not new to twenty. She
taught me how to make up my face
arid laughed at me trying to apply
some'super-lash mascara, getting
black blotches all over my face. She
sold me'1 $60.00, worth'of Erno
' J
!

Laszlo cosmetics and assured me
that I would look beautiful.
I continued my sojourn through
Bergdorfs, got sprayed with the
latest in perfume, tried on a
$200.00 tweedlined raincoat, stared
at all the expensive clothes and
painted ladies and awed at the
overall plushness of the store. It is
hard to believe that there are i
"bag" people as you stand waking *
for the elevator in Bergdorfs.
I will cleanse my face with a
$12.00 bar of brown soap sold to me
by a counter-front Eve, but Why did
I find it so hard to look at Adam in
his natural state?
,'

Religion, Rhetoric and Reagan
by David Gurliacci
Kate Meyer's column of last
week, "Religion, Politics and Reagan", I found quite appropriately
accompanied by the title of her
column: "Running in Place." For logically, intellectually, reasonably
and even grammatically - it didn't
seem to go anywhere.
Starting out by recounting the
Scopes Trial, where Clarence darrow led the Crusade of Light and
Reason against the Infidel - in this
case mean old William Jennings
Bryan and assorted uncouth fundamentalists, Miss Meyers careens
into a general attack on modern
evangelicals who have the effrontary to threaten the purity of
politics with their morality. From
there, now whirling ever more out
of control, Miss Meyer's article
concludes with a blast at the
Anti-Christ: Ronald Reagan. Let us
tear up Miss Meyers fulmination
shred by shred, shall we?
Miss Meyers properly notes that
Clarence Darrow was right to
oppose the ban Tennessee placed
upon teaching evolution. Where
she went wrong was in trying to use
this bit of ancient history to tar and
feather Ronnie and the evangelicals. For, aside from not embracing "with a proper fervor the
theory of evolution (a point that
Miss Meyers never mentions, although it would seem central to her
subject), there really is no "important aspect in common with Miss
Meyer's victims and those of
Clarence Darrow railed against.

Just how an exhortation to vote
for a political candidate, no matter
who makes the pitch, or where, or
when, makes our society unfree is
beyond my understanding. Such as
argument is beyond reason, but
perhaps Miss Meyers, like those
bygone fundamentalists, relies on
faith rather than reason for her
position.

to their churches, but to the
republic. It is only when a Church
leader oversteps his bounds and
endorses a specific proposal, or a
candidate, that he becomes imprudent. And yet even this ought to
be done when a great evil seems
imminent. If Hitler were resurected
and had some chance of winning
the Presidency on the Nazi platform, I would hope that all church
leaders would get involved in
politics just enough to denounce
him and proclaim it a sin to vote for
such a man.
But here I've digressed into a
serious discussion of the issues,
forgetting my dnunciation of Miss
Meyers column, - a mistake M
Miss Meyers never falls into in her
article. I hope the,, reader will
forRive me «&• Iforitef •th«nr. ..with
this dry stuff. Criticism'' of «^'
other's words is much more inter' §
esting to read (as Miss Meyers
column shows - I, for one, found it
very interesting), and if you discuss
issues too much your labeled a
crank, so let's get on with it.
Miss Meyers last sin is in taking
a single quote from Ronald Reagan
seriously. As all people who consider politics and politicians (and
Mr. Reagan) know, it takes a lot
more than the word of Ronald
Reagan to figure out where Ronald
Reagan stands on an arcane issue.
Mr. Reagan simply doesn't spend
much time or effort or caution when
he decides what new surprises he's
going to enrage Liberal and Enlighten Opinion with. Therefore it
really isn't worth all the fuss and
bother that Miss Meyers lavishes
upon Mr. Reagan's pot shots into
Liberal Sensibility. He certainly
ought to be criticized for putting his
foot in his mouth, but then, one
ought not to judge his positions by
his casual comments.
Does Mr. Reagan really believe
that "all the complex and horrendous questions confronting *
. . . have their answer in ™*
single book (the Bible)"? '"
believe that one when I s e e . r ^
consult the Good Book about SAW
II, defense matters, or the ERADoes Miss Meyers really believe
that we live inan unfree society.°
that evangelical ministers threaten
freedom itself? Perhaps we oug»
to apply the same standards to
Miss Meyers as to Mr. Raga"

She is on firmer ground when
she complains that '"They say that
a Christian vote is a conservative
vote." The reason that they (christian ministers, that is) are wrong is
that politics is concerned with two
basic questions: (1) What is the
right (or moral) path to take? and
(2) How do we best take the pathe.
In politics the ends ought to be
moral and the means efficient. It
would follow then, that religious
ministers, as experts in the field of
morality, have a certain justified
Let's try to follow Miss Meyer's claim to authority in sorting out the
argument here- (this attempt we moral aspects in political issues.
shall see is impossible, but the Yet they have no such stature in
exersize in instructive):
mattters of political judgment - that
"So what does this (i.e. Darrow, is, in considerations of efficiency.
the Monkey Trial, and the crimes of
, Is Jimmy Carter's tax cut better
religion in the 16th century) have to than Ronald Reagan's? Are Rea>do with 1980? I wish that the gan's armaments proposals better
answer was nothing, that we live in' than Carter's or Anderson's? Moran open minded society where ality has little to do with these
peoples' freedoms, religious or questions, and so the opinion of a
otherwise, were a given. But that religious leader on them is not that
just isn't the case, especially in this of a felavent expert.
an election year, when fundemenConversely, on matters that turn
tahst Christian Ministers are seen
on the television screens of 30 fundamentally upon morality, such
million American homes telling an abortion, which many churches
feel is a heinous crime, church
people how to vote."
leaders not only have the right but
Now lets see, (1), we do not live a duty to speak out, a duty not only
in a free society
because
"Peoples' frcedoms's (does she
mean the "freedom of peoples"?)
are not "a given". (2), This is so
because "Christiam Ministers" are
"telling people how to vote." (3),
Election day is fast approaching. The Tripod
All this repression of freedom is
welcomes reader commentaries on any aspect of the
connected to the lack of religious
freedom in "the sixteenth century
campaign. Whether you want to write about canwhen bigots lighted fagots to burn
didates, issues or the way our electoral system works
the men who dared to bring
the deadline is noon on Sunday. All submissions must
intelligence" etc., etc. (1 am quobe typed and double spaced.
ing Miss Meyers quoting Clarence

Campaign
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Editor
The IFG: A Viable Organization
It is obvious to all Trinity
students that its six fraternities
play a major role on this campus.
What may not be so obvious
however, is the.fact that these six
fraternities are a unified and
cohesive/body. Too often people
visualize the fraternities as isolated
and separate institutions with no
common goals. This may have been
a fair assesment in the past, but it
is not applicable today.
In light of last week's editorial
and article concerning the Interfratemity Council (IFC), we thought it
would be appropriate to supply the
student' body with some information about the IFC. It is our hope
that by the end of this article the
student body will possess the
assurance and confidence that the
IFC is a viable organization.
First of all, the IFC is a student
run organization. Its voting members consist of two individuals from
each fraternity and from those
twelve, a president, vice president,

secretary, and treasurer are elected. The president is responsible
for arranging the agenda and initiating the discussions at the
-weekly meetings.
_••' "WayrieAsmus is the advisor to
the IFC and is an important link
between the IFC and the administation. Whenever there ate administrative problems or questions of
administrative policy,Wayne Asmus is invited to the meeting and
advises the IFC in the solution
process. His advice and administrative insight greatly enhances the
ability of the IFC to deal rationally
and effectively with the college.
As stated in out constitution, the
IFC has several primary goals. The
purpose of the IFC is to enhance
the role of fraternities as social
institutions by facilitating communications between the administration, the fraternities, and Trinity's'social body a well as promoting activities which will increase the interaction between the
various fraternities, the campus at

large, and the surrounding community. The emphasis 'this semester will be on an increase in
community service and work is
already being done in this area.
We hope this brief article has
supplied you with a better idea of
what the IFC is all about. We are a
group of twelve energetic, concerned, and rational individuals
striving for the goal of fraternal
strength. We realize our importance and influence and wish to
work with the college, the student
body, and the surrounding community in an effort to create a
harmonious and productive atmosphere.
All students are invited to attend
our meeting tonight at 9:30 in
Alumni Lounge. We welcome all
suggestions, ideas, and advice.
Sincerly,
Tom Chase
IFC President

The Recapturing of our Well-Being
' by Bern Dempsey
To those who chose to pay
attention, this past summer's Republican and Democratic national
conventions demonsstrated one basic fact: That neither party has
many new or fresh ideas to offer in
combating America's major problems. Indeed, to hear the campaigning politicians speak, one
would think that tax cuts and
B
-^_,,^iiiti^atjon, were the only important .
f^J
issues facing this, country. Or .that.
the Russians building tanks and
airplanes were the-greatest threat
to this nations well being.
I have faith, however, that some
brilliant economists will get together and develop programs to
lower inflation and the unemployment rate at the same time. I also
have faith that the leaders of the
U.S.S.R. and U.S.A. will get
together and decide that, for now,'.
it is not in the worlds best interest
to precipitate a nuclear confrontation. I do not have faith however,,
that the crime, degradation - and
drug abuse that is destroying our

cities will ever be, even moderately, eliminated.
Americans who think the problems of poverty can be solved by
the continuation of the programs
that presently exist are greatly
mistaken. More mistaken are those
who think the elimination of these
programs, without a more effective
replacement, will alleviate the worsening condition of America's poor.
We build more prisons, we set
stricter^punishments and we pay
large sums of- money to secure our
possessions -and even our lives.
Still the crime rates go up, and we
are offered no realistic programs or
proposals, other than those that are
politically popular.
The real solutions to America's
problem's are not, as many people
seem to think, purely economic.
Thus, all these years of big
spending programs have done very
little to raise the very poor,especially minorities, beyond a
level of mere subsistence. Throwing money at welfare cases does
not prevent illiteracy, drug abuse,

Correction

Last weeks Tripod contained an incorrect picture of Dominic
Cwrlino, Proprietor of The College Barber Shop. Pictured above is
Mr.CaiUno.
' . , > , * • > , ,,-,-, -

or the degradation that results from
living in poverty. Only the removal
of the causes of this degradation
will alleviate, America's most
threatening ills.
And so we have entered a decade
considered to be one of the most
important in our country's history.
Because our economy has slowed
down in recent years, Americans
seem to feel that our position in the
world is faltering and our future is
o longer' as bright. But perhaps
America should place a redirection
of its values, beliefs and religion
above the reindustrialization of its
economy. It could then put the
emotional well being of all in place
of the material desires of same.
After all,; due to its founding
principals of freedom, equality,
and liberty, America was a great
nation, long before it was a rich and
powerful one.

Congratulations
TO; The Editor
As one of the students
who was abroad last year, I
thought I would be looking
forward to receiving all the
college news in the biweekly copies of the Tripod
that I got. Unfortunately,
after I read a few issues, I
was still not up to date
about Trinity's activities,
and was amazed (or should
I say ashamed) that the
Tripod basically revealed
the goings-on here at Trinity in an often rude and
cut-throat manner. Letters
and editorials, especially,
seemed to be no more than
petty and personal quibbles
that were used only as a
means of venting one's
anger against fellow students, teachers and administrators, whatever! Then,
the more important Tripod
articles about the college life, the Hartford community, the arts, life in
general at Trinity lacked
the "spunk" to spark my
interest (if it did any one

else's), and was unable to
transmit the necessary information. I am (and .was)
"sorry that the Tripod wasn't
my conception of what a
newspaper should be,
However, I must say
that, so far this year, you
off to a good start. Holding
the most recent issue, I
congratulate you for yout
new optimism and/or activism. You are focusing on
students' achievements.
You are encouraging students to become more involved in college events
(who wants to be called an
apathetic person?). You
are, hopefully, stimulating
the minds of students towards a broader artistic and.
community conscious out'
look. And you are continuing your excellent job.
as sports reporters, ,
Keep it up so that Trinity
students abroad (and at
home) will look on the
Tripod as one of their most
faithful correpondents.
Karen Loren '81

Help the United Way
Coinciding with the annual fundraising drive being conducted during the month of October by the
United Way of the Capital Area,
Trinity last week began its drive on
campus for United Way, with a
goal of 59,000.
According to Roberta Jenckes of
Public Relations, approximately 40
volunteer solicitors will help to
conduct the drive by asking their
co-workers to give to the United
Way. This year, students will also
be given the opportunity to participate in the campaign through a
fund-raising contest and through
direct appeal.

First, a film about the United
Way and the agencies it supports
will be shown during the dinner
hours on Tuesday, October 7, in the
lobby of Mather. Secondly, an on
going activity during the weeks of
October 6 and 13 will involve a
game of skill open to all, to be
offered in the Pub during its
regular hours of operation. That
event will consist of throwing a
dime into a large glass bottle,
which will contain a smaller glass,'
floating in water. If the. person
throwing the dime correctly places
it inside the small glass, he or she
will receive a free draft beer. The
other dimes will go to United 'Way.

Politics Simulated at Smith
Keke Anderson began her accepblacks today and labeled Carter's
appointments of blacks to his tance speech with, "I only wish
in the chant, "Ke-ke! Ke-ke!" administration as "a game of John Anderson could be here
Rise Singer noted that Mrs. Ander- musical chairs." Finally, respond- himself." She mentioned the many
son was winking at the Trinity ing to the Ku Klux Klan's endors- disbelievers who had said that
delegation as the largely pro- ement of Ronald Reagan, Toote • Anderson did not have a chance in
Anderson crowd continued their revealed to her audience that only the election, yet his is now on the
three members of the Klan had ballot in all fifty state. She praised
applause.
Mrs. Anderson stressed in her actually endorsed the governor, the efforts of college students, who
speech that "there are three major an endorsement that Reagan '"im- "represent one of the largest
candidates in this election year." mediately disavowed." This action, voting blocks that can swing the
She praised John Anderson .for she stated, symbolizes the gov- election" to Anderson. If she
Jiaving "more experience than both orner's "campaign of truth" for becomes First Lady, Mrs. Andersone stated in closing, her number
of his opponents combined," and the presidency.
one concern will be "to always
stated that it is "time to put our
The thirty-five houses of Smith
speak about the reduction of nuccountry above our party." Among College cast their votes first,
lear arms." As she left the podium,
several issues, Mrs. Anderson followed by the delegations from
noted her husband's strong stand the visiting schools. The Trinity the Trinity delegation presented
Mrs. Anderson with a placard
on gun control and his convictions delegation, the only one from the
which
read, "Keke for First Lady,"
against the grain embargo of the state of Connecticut, was made up
which she waved in excitement.
Soviet Union. "Money doesn't buy of nine students and one representthe Oval Office," she reminded her ative from the University of HartIn general, the Trintiy deleaudience, "and closed by quoting ford, for a total of ten delegates.
gation considered the 1980 mock
Andrew Jackson, who.once stated Trinity cast its votes as follows:
that "one man with courage makes nine for Anderson, and one for convention a rewarding political.
experience. Laurie Montano said it
a majority."
Reagan.
was "worth coming" and that the
In her address, Toote stated that
With 841 votes cast, the final convention was "a very educational
"America cannot afford a singleexperience."
issue campaign" and that "we tally yielded 515 votes for Indepen• Bern Dempsey wishmust have the best - Ronald dent candidate John Anderson, 197
Reagan." She stressed that the votes for Democratic candidate ed "that other schools were here,"
Republican Party is "committed to Jimmy Carter, and 94 votes for refering to the small turnout from
fighting inflation," reminding her Republican candidate Ronald Rea- other colleges, However, he was
audience of the inflation rate of just gan. Several votes were also cast impressed w|th the speakers and
5 percent under Gerald Ford's for Bella Abzug, Ted Kennedy, felt that the convention gave John
administration. Toote attacked the Morris Udall, Ed Clark, Angela Anderson "the boost he needed to
catapult him into the presidency."
"drastic" unemployment .among. •Davis, Pogo, aad.Miss
, - cont. from p. 3
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G. Gordon Liddy's Will Reviewed
by Natalie E.T.Anderson
I come from a fiercely liberal
family that believes in. economic
warfare. When the ex-President
published his memoirs, my mother
vowed neyer to buy, or even read,
Nixon's "smutty lies." And she
didn't. Last week, when I informed
my father that I was reading W1H,
he retorted, "I wouldn't waste my
money on trash like that, kiddo."
Actually, it was the Tripod which
kindly forked out the $15, or else I
surely wouldn't have - managed to
get my hands on a copy until one
surfaced at *he West Hartford
library ten years from now. My
thanks to the business editor.

overachieving adolescent who thwarted bullies by taping tacks to his
arms (pointy side out) so that when
someone tried to punch him, they
got a bloody fist for their troubles.

We then get an account of
George Gordon Battle Liddy's
experiences as an FBI agent, a
lawyer, and a Treasury agent. Then
he moves in with the White House
clan. Events become a bit complicated here. Bear in mind that,
whatever else, Mr. Liddy is extremely intelligent. Most of, his
observations and comments are
astute and valuable. He composes a
strong memo on why L Edgar
Hoover should be retired, and he
has some convincing arguments
.against gun-control, although
G. Gordon Liddy, the illustrious they're nothing new. However,
author, is an amazing man. I doubt mingled with the efficient lawyer's
if anyone is quite sure what to perceptions are unsettling sections
make of him. He wrote this book in several places which- deal with
on his own (I believe) after the his gun fetish. He obviously has
statute of limitations had expired quite a collection and wouldn't
on a number' of activities he hesitate to use one on anyo'ne who
describes. I'm sure there are plenty posed a threat to Mr. Liddy or his
more illegal activities where these family. The man is obsessed with
came from, and I'm expecting power and he sprinkles his
another book from Mr. Liddy when . "autobiography', with .cold, .ob--' the statute of limitations finally servations such as this one about
expires on them as well. Mr. Liddy his wife: "A Teuton/ Celt of high
is an able writer. He's no literary intelligence, a mathematical mind,
genius, but he does have what I physical size, strength; and beauty, take to be the gift of honesty and she had it all. I fell in love." Their
that carries his work' a long way relationship remains a mystery to
towards success.
me, but I wonder how his wife ielt
when she read this book and
Before I go any further: the guy discovered that her husband apis a nut. Several of my friends preciated her contribution to the
gleefully devoured Mr. Liddy's "family gene pool."
account of the rat-eating episode in
his interview with Playboy
All this macho nonsense might
magazine. In Will, he takes great
lead
you to surmise that G. Gordon
pleasure in proving that he is "not
subject to coercion" by burning lacks a sense of humor. Au conblisters into his hands and arms. traire. He mocks his classy RogersThe book commences with an Peet suit, which causes home backaccount of his childhood and, country Hoosiers to mistake him
because his favorite nanny was a for a gay (once again, Mr. Liddly's
pro-Hitler German, he was weaned ever-present gun saves him)." To
on the housepainter's powerful illustrate his father's taciturnity, he
speeches and the. Nazi party's tells of getting drunk on a train,
compelling marching songs, which going to bed on the top berth,
stand him in good stead, which leaning down to ask his father
you'll discover if you read his book. below him a question, and
This fascination with the Germany promptly vomiting on his dad's
of World War II is .a constant face. His father never mentions the
influence on his life. He must have incident. I was in stitches for the
been an odd child, going from a entire length of chapter 12, which
sickly little tyke covered with
mustard
plasters
to
an
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TRAVEL
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concerns the raid on Timothy
Leary's house in upstate New York,
where he worked for the DJV.'S
office. When Liddy and 20 or so
deputies broke into the Leary
mansion in hopes of capturing a
cache, of drugs, they were confronted by Mr, and Mrs. Leary:
"Rosemary was wearing a
diaphonous gown, Leary was
wearing a Hathaway shirt. Period.
Since .the stairs were steep and we
were craning our necks upward as
Leary bounced downward, our first
view of the good doctor was, to say
the least, revealing." There are
many, many humorous events
recounted in W1H, I must confess I
was surprised to discover.

Sirica was (and is) as incompetent,
biased and embarrassing (to the
profession) a lawyer as there ever
was, and Liddy unhesitatingly
reveals the more unsavory aspects
of his judgeship.
Well, that's all history now. The
final part of the book ofjFers a good,
long look into Liddy's prison
lifestyle. The impersonality of the
chapters on Watergate vanishes
and one is left with the wise-ass
Liddy we came to know in the first
part of the book. It's hard not to
respect a guy who can hold his own
in the infamous DC Jail, and it's
easy to admire a lawyer, who
provides semi-literate inmates with
excellent legal advice. But still, the
man is warp«d. He persists in

Certainly, one of the primary
intentions of Mr. Liddy in writing <
this book is to set the record ~c
straight on his role in Watergate. •
Strangely enough, I accept vir- %
tually all of what Mr. Liddy writes •
as "the truth." I doubt if I'm being f
naive, for G. Gordon Battle Liddy's • •
words ring true. He portrays John %
Dean as an egg-head and a born •
loser (nothing new there, but it's J
still interesting to hear), Magruder I'• The Trinity., Theatre .Arts
as a spineless liar,' Howdrd Hunt as • program will present "The Club," a
a decent guy who cracks up slightly? musical diversion about life in an
in prison and turns to TM for • exclusive men's club at the turn of
solace. The reader is bombarded • * « century, October 9-14 and
with scores of dollar figures and • October 31-November 1. All
scads of code names in connection * performances will be. Held at 8:00
with Watergate and his White • P-«a-. except on Octobertl0. and 11,
Hpuse involvement, and things get •
a little tedious in this section, but
this is the place where Liddy has
the opportunity to refute the
testimony and claims of Dean and
others.
cont. from p. S

roasting himself witti matches, has
a run-in with another rat (ugh), and
vows to kill a prisoner who steals
his glasses unless they're returned
immediately. Hell, I've never been
in prison, so maybe I shouldn't
knock the. man's ability to harden
himself, but Liddy carries things a
bit far. This extremism it what
places him outside the vast mass oi.
humanity.

And, ultimately, it's the mai I'm •
ambivalent about, not the book. .He's a kook, but an interesting one,
and Wli does a fine, job of portraying G. Gordon Battle Liddy as .
(I think) he really is. •

Opens Friday:
The Club

, •
• . . , - . . when performances will,be held at
9:30p.m. Tneshow will be directed
by Trinity directorin-residence,
Roger Shoemaker and will be held
in GarmanyHall of the Austin Arts
Center. "The Club" is. written by,
Eve Merriam. General admission is
$3iX). Call 527-8062. ^

Professor Djaparidze

Liddy takes the reader along on
the Ellsberg and Watergate breakins, both incredible journeys. It
seems as if he and his Cuban
hirelings were caught rather
swiftly, and almost immediately the
scene shifts to the courtroom,
focussing on the ludicrous figure of
John Sirica. I must confess, I was
out of the country during
Watergate and so I missed a lot;
among other personages from that
period I can't characterize is Sirica.
If I'm to take Liddy's word, and
Liddy b "an. able lawyer, Judge

BOOK SALE
Assorted
Spanish and French
Language Titles

25'

ea.

Assorted
Beacon Press
Hurt Titles

advanced Russian, and a course on
the Russian novel in translation. In
her spare time she enjoys writing
and has already written a few
books on medieval Russian epics.
Her latest book on aspects of
Russian romanticism is now in the
process of being written. She indicates that if she weren't teaching,
she would be writing full time.
Someday, Djaparidze would like
to return to Russia to visit and do
research. She has been back to
Europe though, where she lived for
a while as a child. Both she and her

late husband also taught at the
University of Paris. As a Slavic
philologist, her husband, also from
Georgia, was able to return to the
U.S.SJR, without much danger, by
special invitations from academies
there.
'. Having come across Trinity
College almost by fate, shortly
after returning from France,
Djaparidze was attracted by the
Anglican school. She also enjoys
Trinity's proximity to several
eastern colleges with which she is
affiliated. For now, she states, she
is very content here.

duke

Graduate School
of Business Administration

A representative of the
Graduate School of
Business Administration
will be on campus
Thursday, October1 6 ,
to discuss the Duke MBA Program.

SS'ea.
FoUetrs Trinity College Bookstore
Starts October 7th

Interested students may obtain
further^iformation by
contacting the Placement' Office.
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Arts
Cuisine Art
otherwise. We export the plastic
food culture and they give us
This past week, the newly for- cameras, televisions and autos. A
med Cuisine Art staff had the fair trade? At nearly double the
marvelous opportunity to visit • a U<S. price for any beefburger, our
unique and quite popular eatery staff was stunned upon enlocated in downtown Tokyo, countering a crowd that was
McDonalds ... Housed in a sidewalk deepi This was instant
spacious structure in the shopping gratification gone amuck.
district, its single dining room seats
Nonetheless, in total disregard
nearly one hundred and fifty for their usual Yin/ Yang dietary
patrons at tables and booths in. the habits, these Japanese., really ate
standard McDonalds Formica t}iem up, two: -all! vbeef' patties, -,
fashion. Its interior, was neat .and sp_e.cial sauce and alii, f ,.... :; \.,
clean, marked by the selection of vThousands uOjEi.'btighijnyaUow-i
various artifacts;•; common, • to boxes.;.' and: ;fftce..S;jniafld /.^Hn-i
everyday industrial America. Of decipherable language made' this
particular interest was the Pearl an unforgettable ^eating experHarbor commemorative poster, ience . . . However, the Cuisine
carefully positioned to the* right of ' Art staff believe that a forty-five
the men's room door. Undoubtedly minute wait for a microwave wafer
some extraordinary sociological is not good service and therefore,
research went into the planning of we would recommend the Dairy
this interior. Well done, Ronald. Queen Brazier Burgers just around
Like the basic physical structure, the corner. As two young American
the menu at this fast food eatery travellers said, "Wow, just like
was also of the standard home, except ... everyone is really
McDonalds Fare with the ever short and the lines are really long.
pervasive Big Mac at the top of the Next time its D,Q."
bill. Sorry, fellow gourmets, no
From Tokyo, is the trotting
sashimi burgers, instant tem- gourmet, telling you to keep on
panyaki, 30 second sukiyaki, or chewing.
.
by Julia [I was once a] Child

Fast food, American style.

Brown Thompson' s Food Appraised
.

byMIchelePagnotta
and Pamela Wilton
Tired of eating Saga's delectable
concoctions? Do you want a more
exciting environment than Mather
dining hall? Do you want to treat
yourself to a first-class experience?
•the center of Hartford, on
Street between, Sage-Allen
and G. ^ox is a new restaurant
called the Brown Thompson' &
Company, owned and managed by
Stephen Dean, it is located in the
Richardson Building. Though it has
only been open since August, it is
fast becoming one of the most
popular restaurants in town. In
fact, the Brown Thompson has just
won the - silver award for
restaurants in Connecticut. In our
opinion, it should have won the
Gold! The food; service, and atmosphere are outstanding.
From the moment we walked in,
we were amazed. The host for the
evening, Christopher L. Keesling,
was one of two Trinity students
who are presently employed there.
Ann Bassett is the other. Upon
arrival, we quickly understood
some of the restaurant's secrets and
realized that reservations are a
must! While waiting for our table,
the bar provided us with an interesting place to be side tracked.
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recommended entrees are the
Catering to the younger executive for an avowed salad connoisseur to
Baked Flounder- ($5.95), the
crowd in Hartford, the bar is finish. The salad, a bed of greens
Shrimp Scampi Casino ($7.95), and
usually crowded. This, however, stuffed with green olives, fresh,
the NY Strip Steak ($10.95). The
does not detract from the service, tomatoes, diced celery, marinated
helpings of everything are
which was both prompt and ef- green beans, and artichoke heartsgenerous, doggie bags arc routine.
is topped with chunks of chicken
ficient.
We also recommend skipping over
Chris then escorted us to our breast.
the appetizers in order to have
seats, a table (for two) in one of the
Unfortunately we couldn't try
room to sample one ~6i the
balcony dining areas. This is one oi
the Brown's eleven dining areas, everything, but other highly. delectable selections of desserts.
each catering to a different mood.
The design is really something you
should see for yourself! Don't
hesitate to ask Chris or another
host, if he isn't too busy, to give you
a tour of the restaurant.
The atmosphere, though noisy, is
charming — with tiffany-style
lamps, wrought-iron balustrades,
and beautifully polished wood
throughout the various rooms.
Our waiter, Gary, presented us
with our menus-, bound in leather,
by far the most unbelievable "bill
of fare" we have ever come across.
Covering ten-full pages, it caters to
every imaginable appetite or taste.
It is truly an adventure into
culinary delight.
Out of over fifty salads and
entrees, we chose to sample the
B.T. Chef Salad ($4.50) and the
Spinach and Jack Cheese Omelette
($4.25). This exquiste chef salad,
topped with a phenomenal yogurt
dressing, was even too enormous
The interior of Brown Thompsons and Co.
-•iit^iM^r

_ _

Brown Thompson & Company is
open seven days a week from11:30
a.m. to 12:00 midnite and to 1:00
a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights.
However, Sunday's hours are a bit
different. Food is served from
11:00 am. to 10:00 p.m.,and a
special brunch is served from 11:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. For reservations
or information just caii: 525-1600.

<•**• -*'•&.'

French craft, American style
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Varsity Ducks Drop Four Contests In Wet Week
If things continue much in the
same way they have been going,
Trinity Water Polo will be on its
way to posting its worst • record
since its founding year. The team
has lost its last six- games after
beating the tough UConn squad in
their home tournament. Newest on
that list are Yale, Amherst,
Williams (again) and Exeter.
It comes as no surprise that
Trinity lost to Yale. Although they •
have been dropped from their
varsity program (after a second in
the New Englands in Division I last
fall), the Elis maintain a strong
program and compete in a much tougher league than the Ducks.
The captains realized this prior to
the game, and hoped that Trinity
could at least play the best game
they knew how. Unfortunately,
things did not turn out as had been
hoped. Trinity was outswum by a
large margin, passes were off and
intercepted, low-percentage shots
were taken, and general confusion
took over. Mike Hinton, last years"
captain, remarked upon seeing the
game that the Ducks are full of
talent; almost as much, he thought,
as last year's team. "The problem,"

he continued, '-'is a lack of experience." While Trinity's top five
players last year dominated the
game, and although its depth
allowed the Ducks to substitute
freely, the players making up five
out of seven of this year's starting
team saw a limited amount of
playing time.
Not entirely disappointed with
the Yaie game, the Ducks then
went on to play Amherst a week.
later. Amherst, which has never
had a strong program, demonstrated to the'Trinity fans what
terrible water polo looked like, and
yet the Ducks still lost. It seemed as
though Trinity lost touch with the
game for three quarters, at which
point the score was 10-4 in
Amherst's favor. An impressive
showing brought the Ducks within
two, but time ran out and the Lord
Jeffs walked away the victors, 1210. For that one quarter, Trinity
played the game it had always
played: very physical, very precise.
And yet something kept the Ducks
from playing that well for the
whole game. This one certainly
couldn't be chalked up to lack of
experience, as the Ducks shined

through when it should have
seemed hopeless.
Two days later, the team
departed for Exeter in New Hampshire, for a tournament with them
and Williams. With two starters
missing, the Ducks were not overly
enthusiastic, although everyone
would see much playing time. In
the first game against Williams, one
of Trinity's most important players,
Mike Merin, was ejected from the
game for unnecessary roughness.
That left the Ducks with only two
substitutes. The play continued,
and in the third quarter, Tick Houk
received his third personal foul and
was also ejected from the game.
Now down to one substitute, with .

play dominated by the Ducklings,
Trinity was literally run over by
Williams, who won 9-2.
The second game was v also an
expected loss, as Trinity had
witnessed Exeter win • over
Williams, 14-11. Exeter, a prep
school of approximately 1200
students, produced 70 people
interested in ' water polo this
season. They have a full 14-man
squad of varsity players, and a JV
of 24. Last year they graduated five
All-Americans in the sport, with
three hopefuls this year. Stunning
with facts, Exeter demonstrated
why they were the best by beating
Trinity 11-3. They were faster, and
their coach had made sure that

they knew more about water polo
than Trinity did.
At this point, things cannot get
much worse. The Ducks, eager for
another chance, will try everything
they know and more to do better
New plays are being developed,
although fundamentals are still
being stressed. At some point,
everything will fall into place, and
from then on, winning ^JU
hopefully resume.
Trinity's next match is against*
the Ducks' alumni, this" coming
Saturday at noon. This is always a
chance for the alumni to get back
at the Ducks for all the punis^i™
practices, although it is great fun
for both teams.

Women's Soccer Bows
To Wesleyan Booters
by R oberta Schen
The Trinity Women's Soccer
team had their third contest on
Friday, facing Wesleyan before a
large home crowd on the Varsity
soccer field. This game was a
rematch of last season's confrontation in Middletown, which
was perhaps the booters' best
played game all of last year, when
they lost 3-1.
This year's contesUwas similar to
last year's in too many ways. Once

again the Bantams showed off their
skills in a well-played match,
keeping possession of the ball for
the greater part of the game, but
they were unable to top the
Cardinals in the scoring column.
The defense held Wesleyan to
only two goals, one in each half.
Goalie Sara Koeppel had twentyfour saves and lots of help from
sweeper co-captain Polly Lavery.
The goals came at 10:09 of the first
stanza and at 39:33 of the second.
Trinity's offense had a good day

too, with twelve shots from five key
players. Cynthia Hunter and Annie
Martin each came up with three,
while Dana Anderson, Sue
Rutherford and Karen Qrczyk had
two apiece. Although they were
unable to find the net, the Bantam
offense showed their increasing
skills and improved teamwork.
The Bantam Lady booters
challenge Mr. Holyoke this week in
another rematch of one of last
year's games, on Friday, at HOME,
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Junior Minnie Mahoney [r.] dribbles the ball in action against
Wesleyan.
photo by J.E. Hardy
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Gf applers Need
Bodies
M

To the Trinity Community *—
The winter sports season is quickly approaching, and
various teams will be calling for your support. We
would like to take a different angle in our approach.
How about being a member of the Varsity Wrestling
team? The season is relatively short, and the practices
really do not cut in on study time. Although experience
helps, virtually everyone ha? a shot at making the
Varsity squad. We will be meeting on Thursday at 6:45
in Wean Lounge to get a preliminary list of those
interested. We will be there answer questions, and
would like to generate some enthusiasm for the season.
Attendance at the meeting does not mean any
obligation to wrestle. Thank you for your time.
Glenn McLellan
Doug Amster
Mike Howe
* Frank Caskirt

i? roan Cyninin Hunuv W-), a key piayer in Friday's contest versus W esieyan,
the Cardinals.

photo by j .E. Hardy
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VaimerAnd Holden Lead Trinity PastWilliams
olo
cont. from p. 16
get
it

found itself faced with a fourth and
inches situation on the Ephmen 17.
Following a time out, Elia proved
valuable once again as he carried
for the first down to the Williams
10 with some crafty running.
Palmer added to his fine performance on the succeeding third
down when he looped a pass to Jim
Samsel in the end zone, good for a
five yard touchdown. Though
Cooke's boot missed, Williams
found themselves on the short end
of a 27-3 score with little over 18
minutes remaining in the game.
Just as the momentum had
swung in Trinity's favor in the
second period, it suddenly turned
to Williams' side late in%fe^ thiifcf;
period. Two Kevin Hinchey to
Todd Kreig passes and two
penalties against Trinity proved to
be keys to a 12 play, 70 yard Ephmen march. Hinchey, who
replaced starting quarterback
Lawler after the latter couldn't get
the offense moving, culminated the
drive when he scored on a keeper
from one yard with 0:10 left in the
third period. The two point conversion attempt failed and Trinity
held a 27-9 lead entering the final
fifteen minutes.

A penalty again proved costly to
the • Bantams on their next
defensive series when a facemask
call put the ball at the Trinity 45.
Hinchey took advantage- of the
Bantam penalty on the next play
when he threw a 45 yard touchdown to Micah Taylor who had
slipped behind Pete Hoops.
Following the extra point, Williams
had found new life as they trailed
27-16 with 11:56 left to play.
The homestanding Ephmen
seemed destined to score on their
next offensive possession when
they drove to the Bantam 33. Bob
Grant then came up with a big
defensive play for the Bants when
he sacked Hinchey for a seven yard
loss on a third and six situation
back W ine Trinity 40.
After Williams held Trinity on
the Bantams' next possession, Bill
Schaufler came up with a timely 38
yard punt, giving Williams the ball
on their own 28 with roughly five
minutes remaining. However,
Williams came right back and
found themselves knocking on the
Bantam door when Sean Crotty
shed a tackle by Bantam Trinity
defensive back Steve Mongillo and
ran 31 yards to the Trinity 13.
Lawler, who replaced the injured
Hinchey, then fell victim to

Romano, who picked off the 19-11 record over the Blue and carry runner. At fullback, senior
former's pass in the end-zone and Gray, despite dropping a 28-7 Joe Ciota returns after an injury in
took a touchback.
contest last season. Colby, which '79. Two years ago, Ciota led the
Williams refused to die, runs a multiple offense, and 4-4 squad in rushing with 713 yards.
however, and came back again on defense, returns 26 lettermen from
its next offensive series. After Chip last season's 5-3 club. Directing the
Defensively, Linebackers Harry
McKeehan had sacked the offense is junior Tom Cone. The 6- Hadiaris and Co-Captain Bruce
rejuvenated Hinchey for a ten yard 3, 210-pound quarterback com- Stokes, the leading tackier last
loss back to the Trinity 24, Hinchey pleted 22 of 39 passes in 1979. year, return to a reasonably strong
found Crotty for seven yards to the Senior Co-Captain Todd Marble, unit. A defensive backfield that last
Trin 17. Frank Netcoh settled the who caught 13 passes for 192 yards season allowed only 38 percent of
issue when he sacked Hinchey on
and three touchdowns in '79 heads opponents' passes to be completed
fourth down, ending any potential a fairly strong receiving corps at includes sophomdWs Jeffery
comeback. Trinity ran out the tight end. Junior Matt Maley, the Paradis, who had five interceptions
remaining 58 seconds when Palmer leading receiver last season with 14 and Tom McGillicuddy, who
fell on the ball three times as catches for 284 yards and two nabbed six. Last week, the
Williams could only stand and touchdowns, anchors the split end defensive unit turned in a fine
watch the clock run down.
position. Senior Paul Belanger performance in a 6-0 loss to Union.
The game marked a milestone returns at halfback, and is a fine
Game time is set for 1:30 ( at
for Trinity's bruising fullback receiver as well as a four yard per lessee Field.
",.'.'.' '
Holdeiu Holden, who began the
season with 927 yards, now has
1,084 career yards rushing. He
topped the 1,000 yard mark on a 42
yard jaunt in the first quarter, and
proceeded to pass Bill Barber
Trin
Williams
(1,000), and George V. Brickley
First Downs
15
11
(1,008), to move into fifteenth
Rushes-yards
43-132
56'-192
place. Next week, Holden needs 36
Passing yards 101
152
yards to pass Dick Nissi (1,119) and
Return yards
56
73
100 to surpass Ike • Eigenbauer
8-5-0
Passes
29-13-3
(1,1.83).
Punts
10-28.3
8-30.5
This Saturday, Trinity hosts the
Fumbles
3-2
1-1
White Mules of Colby College in a
Penalties-yards
11-125
7-75
Parent's Day game.Trinity owns a

Cumulative Statistics

Men's Varsity Soccer Beaten By
Babson, Williams To Drop To 1-3
by Carl Schtessl
The Trinity College Soccer
Bantams took their show on the
road last week but received less
^M&fl»atty reviews from Wellesley
•' and Williamstown, their first stops
on the current tour.
On Wednesday, the team
journeyed to Wellesley to battle
the defending Division JII National
Champions, Babson College.
Ranked H 1 in New England by the
latest pool, the "Beavers" were
fired up for their game with Trinity,
a team which usually plays tough
against Babson.
After thirty minutes of even,
end-to-end play, the Babson team
chipped away at Trinity's defense
with its short pass possession game.
Despite a number of fine saves by
goalkeeper Andy Fox, making his
first start of the. season in the
Trinity nets, Babson managed to
pump home the initial goal.A determined Trinity squad
remained undaunted in its effort to
dethrone Babson, as they counterattacked fiercely, trying to

equalize the match before half time.
But as a result of their impatience
on offense, Babson was able to
capitalize on the resultant Trinity
defensive lapses to score a second
goal.
Trinity came out strong in the
second half, winning many of the
loose balls they had failed to win in
the first stanza. The hustling play of
Chris Palma and Randy Schrenk
inspired the Bants, who put increasing pressure on the tiring
Babson defense. But the Bantams
could not pierce the nets with that
important first goal.
With less than twenty minutes
remaining in the match, a Babson
forward was taken down inside the
Trinity penalty area. The resulting
penalty shot, taken by AilAmerican Jim Stents of Babson,
was deadly accurate, as Fox had no
chance to make a save. This third
goal broke the spirit of the Bantams, who suffered a 4-0 thrashing
at the hands of the # 1 Beavers.
Saturday's match at Williams
College brought with it hopes of
evening the Trinity season record

at 2-2. This game was a must-win
for Trinity, as Williams is one of
the few teams faced by the Bantams which is not ranked in
Division II or III. But once again, a
lack of consistency in their play,
plus two disheartening penalty
kicks awarded to the Purple Cows,
sent Trinity reeling to its third
defeat.
Following a penalty shot goal by
the Ephmen, Trinity retaliated as
Bob Rieth sent a long cross to
Mohammud Farah, who blasted a
screaming shot past the Williams
goalkeeper. It was the second tally
of the season for the "Somalian
Streak." But the Ephmen countered with another goal and a
demoralizing penalty shot which
took the steam out of Trinity's
attack, which had at times shown
signs of brilliance.
The soccer Bants have a week to
iron out such problems as
defensive inconsistency and lack of
scoring before its next match this
Saturday at HOME against the
Jumbos of Tufts University. The
game will start at 1:30 PM.

BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Ski Team *
On Sunday, October 5, the Trinity Ski team-was
unanimously accepted into the New England
Intercollegiate Ski Conference, an NCAA Division
II league. Other schools in the league include
Plymouth State College, Northeastern University,
Amherst, Brown, UConn, UMass and Boston
College.
Anyone still interested in joining the team who has
not already contacted John Simons (246-3008) or

Ind. Leaders
Rushing- Trin- Holden, 30-157; Elia, 10-22
Williams-Novicki, 12-39; Gardner, 3-29.
Passing- Trin- Martin, 1-2-0, 10;. Palmer,
Williams -

This Week In Trinity Sports
Tuesday, October 7

Men'sIV Soccer vs. UConn, 3 PM,
HOME.
Women's Varsity and IV Field
Hockey vs. Brown, 3 PM, HOME.
Women's .Varsity Tennis
Brown, 3 PM, HOME.

vs.

Wednesday, October 8

Men's and Women's Varsity Cross
Country vs. Wesleyan, 3 PM,
Away.

Thursday, October 9

Men's IV Soccer vs. Coast Guard,
4 PM, Away.
Women's Varsity and JV field
Hockey vs. Smith, 3 PM, Away.

*

Friday, October 10

Women's Varsity and JV Tennis vs.
Smith, 3 PM, Away.

JV Football vs. Springfield, 3 PM,
. HOME.
Women's Varsity Soccer vs. Mt.
Holyoke, 4 PM, HOME.

JV Football

October 11 Colby [Parent's Day]
October 18 Union
October 25 Coast Guard
November 1 Amherst [Reunion/Homecoming]
November 8 Wesleyaa

Hinchey, 10-16-2,115; Lawler, 3-12- 1, 37

Williams - Crotty, 3-19; Kreig, 3-29; Taylor, 1-45

Saturday, October 11
• (Parent's Day).

Varsity Football vs. Colby, 1:30,
HOME.
Women's Varsity Tennis vs. '
Wesleyan, 10:30, HOME.
Women's Vanity and IV Field
Hockey, vs. Wesleyan, 11 AM,
HOME.
Men's Varsity and IV Soccer vs.
Tufts, 1:30 HOME.
Men's and Women's Varsity Cross
Country at NESCACs, 11 AM,
Away.

Sports On The Air
Each week, WRTC 89.3 FM brings yon Bantam
Football beginning at 1 PM. Listen to the
play-by-play with Bob Parzych, and the color
commentary of Dan McCafferty, Dan McNamara
andBobFalk.
-

91

Receiving-Trin-Elia, 2-26; Samsel, 2-15; Luby, 1-60

Doug Rollins (246-8419), please do so now before
it's too late. Another meeting will be scheduled for
some time next week.

On Monday, September 22, the JV Football
team won their first game of the.season, 9-7, over
the Engineers of WPL A forty yard field goal by
Mike Cooke proved to be the winning edge in a
defensive contest. Quarterback Mike Criscione
scored the lone touchdown for Trinity.

4-6-0,

Sunday, October 12

Crew at Head of the Connecticut.

Monday, October 13

Women's Varsity Tennis vs.
UConn, 3 PM, HOME.
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Sports
Field Hockey Downs Bridgeport; Climbs To 5-0
Lady Jeffs Also Succumb To Unbeaten, Untied Bantam Eleven
The Varsity Field Hockey team Bantams were psyched to make
has been at it again. In the past this game theirs. Weezie Kerr in
week alone they have increased turn, with a strong defense behind
their record t o a 5-0 standing and her, helped secure the Bantam
they're still going strong. Lady Jeff drive by outmaneuvering the
territory was the setting of their bewildered Amherst goalie." The
fourth victory, which they capped fourth and final goal' was tallied by
off with a 40 score. The game itself Clarke (her second of the day) with
got off to a slow start, with a full 25 a key drive from her right wing
minutes passing until an unassisted position.
Dottie Bundy put the Bantams on
the Scoreboard. Bundy's goal was
Overall, the Amherst game
soon followed by, a Ro Spier assist marked the best display of Bantam
to Sarah Clarke in the last five teamwork in all four of their
seconds of the half.
victories. Precise skills and a strong
After the mid-game break, the defense in turn reduced the Lady

Jeffs to a few, if any, shots. In fact,
even when they got their one
breakaway, goalie, Anne Collins
came out on top with a strong
clear-out.
Unfortunately, the JV Bantams
lost 3-0 to their Amherst competitors. They had the spirit but
were hindered by lack of sufficient
warm-up time and slow play on the
field. If they can keep up the
momentum, they can still .look
forward to a winning season.
As other Trinity fans traveled to

Williamstown on Saturday to
support the Bantams up north, the
Varsity women stalwarts headed to
Bridgeport to face an aggressive
University team. The Bants kept
their cool, and under a beautiful
sunny sky tallied their welldeserved fifth victory. Ro Spier,
assisted by Dottie Bundy, garnered
the first Trin goal. Bundy herself
soon followed with a key
breakaway, leaving the score a
secure 2-0 at the half. Bridgeport,
however, refused to give up that

easily and soon minimized the
Bantam lead with a clean goal
tallied by their U.S. team center
forward. Trinity could stand for n o
more and let Weezie Kerr secure
their victory with a hard swine
6
drive.
This week should prove to be
even more exciting than last, for
the Bantams face Brown at HOME,
on Wednesday, Smith away oa
Thursday, and Wesleyan at HOME
on Saturday, Parent's Day. Come
cheer them on to more victories.

Cross Country Outruns
Eastern And Conn CoUege
by Bruce Newman
Last Wednesday, the Bantams
travelled to Connecticut College to
compete against Conn and Eastern
Connecticut Colleges. The host
course was a' hilly, winding,
"schizophrenic" 5.6 mile course
consisting of two long loops.
Captains Alex Magoun and Bob
Williams owned second and fifth
places with times of 30:56 and
31:38 respectively. Other Bantam
racers included John Arbolino in
seventh (32:42), Greg DeMarco in
eighth (32.50), Steve Klots in
twelfth (33:24), Doug Brooks in
thirteenth place (34:17), Matt
Smith in fifteenth (34:44)/and Qren
Miller, with a time of 37:25. The final scores were Trinity 34,
Conn College 43, and Eastern 47.
That was a sweet victory that
Trinity has tasted for two years in a
row. This win set the Bantams.
record 'at 5-5.
A few days later, on Saturday
afternoon, Trinity hosted Williams

and Union Colleges for another trimeet. This particular competition
has always been a tough one for
Trinity.
The Bantams dropped to
Williams 18-45, but only narrowly
lost to Union by a. three-point
margin (26-29). The' individual
results follow: Magoun (third
place/ 25:43 — note: this time was
29 seconds better than the old
record set by Magoun in 1978);
Arbolino, DeMarco and Klots
showed signs of improvement as
they turned in times of 27:53, 27:54
and 28:13 respectively; Captain
Williams, still suffering from a head
cold, placed sixteenth with a time
of 28:10. Brooks, Smith, Miller and
David Nagle took 24, 25, 28 and 29
places with times of 29:20, 29:35,
31:46 and 37:10 respectively.
Coach Ralph Walde notes that
except for Magoun, little improvement has blBen seen in the
past four years. The season is still
young, however, and the Bantams
are feeling optimistic.

Williams runners, shown here at the firont of the pack on the first lap, never lost ground as they came
oat on top of Saturday's trl-meet.
photo by Keryn Crahs

Football Raises Record To
3-0 As Williams Falls
by Robert Falk

Two freshmen show promise of being Trinity Crou Country's hope for the fntare. John Arbolino [r.]
flnlahed seventh at Conn College last Wednesday, while Greg DeMarco [I.] followed |» the eighth
spot.

You could call it Gary Palmer's
day, or Bill Holden's day, or better
yet, Trinity's day, after the Bantams traveled to Williams and
came away with a convincing 27-16
victory. Before 1,742 fans at rainy
Weston Field last Saturday, the 3-0
Bants snapped William's five game
unbeaten streak. Palmer completed four of six passes for 91
yards, three good for Bantam
touchdowns, while Holden, who
gained 157 yards on 30 carries
moved into fifteenth place on the
all-time Trinity rushing list as he
surpassed the 1,000 yard mark.
After spotting the hosts a 3-0
lead late in the first' quarter, the
Bantams stormed back to lead by
14-3 at the half, and 27-3 at one
point in the third period. Palmer,
who replaced starting quarterback
Peter Martin, gave the Bants a lead
they would never relinquish when
he hooked up with halfback Mike
Elia for a 21 yard scoring strike.
After a pass interference call gave
Trinity the ball at the Ephmen 21
yard line, Palmer dumped a pass
over the middle to the speedy
halfback who ran the ball virtually
untouched into the end zone.
Spurred by the play of the offense, the Bantam defensive unit
gave Trinity good field position on
its next possession. On a first and
ten situation from the Bantam's

own 40, Palmer stunned the home
crowd when he connected with
split-end Bill Luby for a 60 yard
touchdown. Mike Cooke added his
second extra-point of the afternoon
to give the visitors an 11 point lead
with 2:24 remaining in the first half.
The momentum continued in
Trinity's favor in the third stanza as
Don Miller's club put two more
touchdowns on the board. Captain
Paul Romano set up t h e t h J
Bantam score when he intercept*
a hanging pass from W i t t * * *
quarterback John Lawler in «*
opening minutes of the second n» •
the 5-11,175-pound defensive ba»
from Derby, Connecticut return*
the interception 10 yards down
the Williams 30 yard line. T#»
plays later Holden broke free f°.r
27 yard touchdown run. Cookes
kick split the uprights, and TriniJ)
led by a 21-3 score with 12:20 sfl»
to play in the third period.
A costly turnover on William"
third possession of the period #
up the final Bantam points of tM
day. At 8:05 of the third period
sophomore fuUbaok Mike Pi«e
fumbled a ball that an alert Jo«
Penella pounced on at the William*
43. Elia came up with a key play »
the drive two plays later, when Be
sprung wingback Joe Giz» for an
11 yard run with a well executeo
block. Four plays'later, Trinity
coiat. on p. 15

